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FOREWORD

This Final Report was prepared by RCA Laboratories, Princeton,
N.J., under Contract N00014-71-C-0371. It describes vork done during
the period 3 May 1971 to 2 Hay 1972 in the Physical Electronics Labora-
tory, G. D. Cody, Director. The Project Supervisor was R. Cohen and
the Project Scientist was D. Redfield. A significant part of the re-
search and Part 2 of this report were done by I. Balberg.

The report itself is organized in two parts, both parts including
references and appendices. Each of the four appendices either was
published or is to be published shortly.
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ABSTRACT

PART 1: Controllable electronic energy band tails have been prepared
in heavily doped, closely compensated GaAs. Their properties are found
to correspond in many ways with the reported properties of amorphous
semiconductors. The control now possible over the occupation of the
band tail states permits observation of the energy dependence of various
transport properties (temperature dependence of the d.c. conductivity,
frequency dependence of the a.c. conductivity and current-voltage
relations). These measurements display evidence contrary to the notion
of a sharp mobility edge. Our theoretical work on statistical influences
on these properties shows that sharp mobility edges are less probable
than generally believed, for amorphous semiconductors as well as these
materials. The electric field dependence of the conductivity in several
samples is nearly exponential over several decades; possible applications
are discussed.

PART 2: We have studied the electronic properties of Fe1O4 and VO2 . These
materials are the only ones that show satisfactory switching effects due
to the insulator to metal transition. The possibility of switching due
to dissociation of polarons was examined theoretically as well as experi-
mentally using oxygen-reduced TiO2 .

We have found that the band structure of Fe 3 04 can be discussed in
terms of crystal field splitting and correlation effects. Experimental
evidence indicates that the transition is of the Mott-Wigner type. In
the study of V02 we have demonstrated the versatility of V02 films for
new effects and applications and ivere . .e to conclude that the V-V
separation along the c-axis is the most important parameter in deter-
mining the transition temperature.

The theoretical and experimental study on the possibility of "pola-
ron switching" led to the conclusion that the mechanism proposed by Hed
and Freud is unfounded theoretically and is not feasible experimentally.
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PART 1 - DISORDERED SEMICONDUCTORS

I, INTRODUCTION

Widespread interest and activity in amorphous semiconductors have
recently been generated by the apparent promise of new device poten-
tialities as well as the intrinsic interest in a new class of materials.
A major development in this field, however, has been the demonstration
that most of the devices made from amorphous semiconductors do not
cperate by electronic processes as initially thought[l] but rather by
thermally induced phase changes. Nevertheless, there is no known
reason that precludes the existence of electronically active devices
based on their electronic properties[2] and, if available, they could
have important advantages such as higher speed, greater reproducibility,
and better controllability. Thus, there are good reasons to seek new
approaches to the understanding and control over the electronic behavior
of amorphous semiconductors.

The present program is motivated in part by those considerations
and in part by the recognition that amorphous semiconductors are a

' 'bgroup of the broader class of materials, disordered semiconductors,
which also include heavily doped crystalline semiconductors which are
in wide use in numerous types of devices. These latter materials also
have major advantages over all amorphous semiconductors in that they
can be controllably prepared, their properties are much better understood,
and they are known to be electrnnic in their operation. Therefore, it
would ha highly desirable to utilize heavily doped crystalline semi-
conductors in the study of disordered materials provided that their
similarities to amorphous semiconductors could be demonstrated.

That has been the goal of this program. The underlying justifi-
cation for using heavily doped crystalline materials for Lhis purpose
is that they are known to have electronic energy band tails which are
the key factor in the electronic properties of all disordered semi-
conductors (including amorphous)[2]. Furthermore, with this goal ½n
mind we have developed a process for preparing samples in such a way as
to maximize the similarity to amorphous semiconductors and simultaneously
allow control over the population of the electronic states in the band
tail. This control is of paramount importance in seeking the energy
dependence of the properties of the band tail states.

Because they are unique and of central importance, a brief descrip-
tion of the sample preparation techniques and their rationale is in
order[3]. As starting material we use high-quality, single crystal GaAs
doped with 2-3 x 1018 donors/cm3 . This type of material is known to
possess band tails [. 51, but they are not prominent because the strongly
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degenerate nature of the material causes the filling of many of the more
numerous, band-like states at higher energy as well as the tail states.
Wafers of the starting material are made by cutting and lapping to
thicknesses of about 1/2 mm. Each wafer is then subjected to copper
diffusion in a sealed, evacuated quartz ampoule at 700 0 -800 0 C for 2-3

days. The copper produces (deep) acceptor states[6] whose concentration
can be made very nearly equal to the donor concentration. This near-
compensation causes several important changes that are favorable for
the desired simulation of amorphous materials. First, the population
of electrons ir. the conduction band is greatly reduced so those remaining
will be only in states of the conduction band tail (the lowest available
energy levels). Second, the nearly compensated sample then contains
ions of negative as well as positive charge so the potential fluctua-

tions are increased. Since these fluctuations are responsible for the
existence of band tail states, the tails are enhanced, making the samples

resemble the amorphous semiconductors. Finally, the reduction in con-
centration of "free" electrons reduces greatly the screening of the
potentials, resulting in a further increase in the energy range of the
band tails. The samples can then be represented schematically by
Figure 1-1 in which the density of states as a function of energy appears

E /&/
CONDUCTION BAND A

EFF

NIE
N(E)

DENSITY OF
STATES

POSITION

Figure 1-1. A conduction band tail in two representations. The
right side shows the spatially averaged density of

states, occupied up to EF. On the left is the-
corresponding potential as a function of position
showing schematically two quasi-localized states of
the tail in light lines.
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v on the right with the shaded region occupied. The potential as a function
of position is indicated in exaggerated fashion on the left. The wave
functions for two occupied states of the tail are drawn in light lines
at regions of low electronic potential. The central feature of band tail
properties is the tendency of the lower energy states to be localized in
space by the fluctuations of the potential. Indeed, the concept of a
"mobility edge" is simply a way of describing an abrupt step in that
energy dependence of the localization[2].

In our samples - in contrast to the amorphous semiconductors -
the extent and even the shape of band tail density of states are known
to some extent, and the occupation level of the electrons in the tail
states can be controlled by our compensation process. The final steps

* of this process are precisely timed irradiation with l-MeV electrons in
our Van de Graaff generator. Such irradiation is known to produce (deep)
acceptors[7] which increase the compensation in a precisely controllable
manner. Thus, the same sample can be measured, further compensated, and
remeasured to determine the effect of lowering the Fermi level in the
band tail. In this way we achieve direct observation of the energy
dependence of the various properties and thereby a picture of the way in
which localization of the states influences those properties.

;1-

4A-
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II. SAMPLE PREPARATION

A substantial effort has been devoted to developing, refining and
analyzing the preparative techniques which are so crucial to this program.
The first step is choice of the initial donor dopant. The availability
of high-quality Si-duped CaAs made it the original choice. Subsequent
experiments have used Se or Te doping which have been found to be generally
less desirable than the Si. possibly because ot precipitation of the
dopants at che high concentrations used here. It is well known that Si
has a higher solubility in GaAs than these other common donors, and so
it is now used regularly.

Another series of preparations was undertaken to cry to incorporate
both donors and acceptors into the grown crystal, thus bypassing the need
for copper diffusion. For this purpose liquid phase epitaxial layers
were grown on GaAs substrates. This effort was promising in some respects
but always resulted in unacceptably high inhomogeneity through the layer
thickness. Another approach to this objective utilized slices of com-
mercially bought GaAs which was supposedly double.-doped in roughly the
desired way. Evaluation of these wafers showed them to be much more
inhomogeneous than any other material and therefore not suitable to our
needs.

The next aspect of the preparation process investigated is the copper
diffusion. Several methods were used to improve the reproducibility of
this step. Controlled evaporation of topper onto the wafer surface did
not seem to improve the results compared with the simplcr flash evapora-
tion of copper in the ampoule. In either case, the subsequent heat treat-
ment had to be carried on for at least two days using temperatures generally
near 7000 C. It is also easy for excess copper or diffusion time to cause
type conversion, thas rendering a wafer useless for our purposes. Some
limited experiments were carried on to aetermine the effect of excess As
during diffusion, but the results were inconclusive.

One of the major problems inherent in such materials is inhomogeniety
of the dopants. This is exacerbated by the very close compensation we re-
quire since that serves to amplify existing nonuniformities. Such inhomo-
genieties may arise from the original donor distribution, the effects of
copper diffusion or the irradiation by 1-HeV eiectrons. The first is
probably already minimized by the use of high-quality starting material
and cannot be reduced further. The second may be influenced by the one-
dimensional character of the copper diffusion, causing the center layer
of a wafer to be less compensated. The high-energy electron beam can also
produce a compensation gradient through the thickness of the sample. We
have studied the lattez two effects by detailed measurements of the profiles
of several wafers treated in different ways. The results indicate that
the two-day diffusion time is adequate to eliminate layer-like variations

1-4
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in copper concentration. However, it has been found that 1-MeV electrons
cannot produce a satisfactorily uniform defect distribution in GaAs
thicker than n, 10 mils. This presents a rigid upper bound on sample
tiickness although we can nearly double it by irradiation on both sides
of the wafer.

The final aspect of our preparative work concerns the nature of
electrical contacts to these samples. It is notoriously difficult to
make good ohmic contacts to high-resistance materials, and we have found
these to be no exceptions. At low temperatures some of these materials
possess very high resistivities and contact problems were severe. We
have found, however, two measures that have nearly eliminated those dif-
ficulties. First is the use of In-Sn alloys for contact materials. These
are alloyed into the samples in conventional ways after copper diffusion
but before electron beam irradiation. This is an important sequence be-
cause the sample resistivities are still low before irradiation and the
formation of good contacts is easier. (In addition, it is not possible
to alloy in contacts after electron beam irradiation because the heating
process anneals out the radiation-induced acceptors.) The second advance
is the use of thick Ta masks to shield the contact regions on 6-arm

i• • samples during the irradiation. This maintains each contact area in a
low-resistivity state, with the transition to high-resistivity, irradiated
material occurring in the GaAs away from the contact. These steps have
been very effective on samples having side-arms but not always successful
on wafer-shaped samples with contacts covering essentially their entire
faces so that masks cannot be used.

V
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III. MEASUREMENTS

Several types of measurements have been made to determine the elec-
tronic properties of the band tail states and to compare them with those
of amorphous semiconductors. They will be presented separately but
they have been used collectively both to characterize the tail states
and to evaluate the various preparation techniques.

After the preliminary Hall effect and conductivity measurements[3]
it was decided that there were too many uncertainties in the interpzeta-
tion of the Hall effect in band tails to justify its immediate continuation.
Therefore, the simplest possible conductivity measurements have been
stressed in this work.

A. D.C. CONDUCTIVITY AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE

This type of measurement, made with 4-probe samples having side-
arms with masked contacts, is the first and most extensive one. Tem-
peratures can be accurately controlled between 2 K and 300 K; samples
were cooled in the dark and measured with very low currents flowing

through them. All normal precautions showed that there were no heating
effects due to the measuring current, no contact effects or thermal
gradient effects in the results. Reproducibility of the properties was
not a problem.

The initial measurements showed that as the compensation was made
to approach 1 the temperature dependence of the conductivity became ex-
ceedingly strong[3]. We have found a way of confirming the band tail
iuterpretation of that effect by the following experiment which takes
advantage of the inhomogeneities that are generally undesirable. Two
samples cut from opposite ends of the same wafer (after copper diffusion)
were found to have rather different temperature dependences of their

conductivities a(T). These are shown in Figure 1-2 as #3 and #4; it
is evident that both the magnitude and the curve shape are quite dif-
ferent. After these data were obtained the higher-conductivity sample
was irradiated with I-MeV electrons just long enough to equalize its
room-temperature conductivity with that of the other sample. Then a(T)
was remeasured for the irradiated sample and found to coincide com-
pletely down to 4.2 K.

This result is of great importance to the entire program because
it offers strong confirmation that the observed properties are indeed
attributable to band tails and not to any specific properties of the
impurities or defects present in the samples. The changes in o(T)
must really be a result of lowering the Fermi level in the tail regard-
less of how that lowering is brought about.

1-6
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-I EQUIVALENCE OF COMPENSATION METHODS

A #3TWO SAMPLES UNEQUALLY
COMPENSATED BY

044 DOPING ONLY

105

z

40

1(5 0 t-4 SAPE* UTE-

,, I--

10

Sici _ 0 -SAMPLE #3 FURTHEP,
COMPENSATED BY

; _• IRRADIATION TO _
;. MATCH #4 Ar 300 0K

/i06, i , , •llp I t , i i 11111

I10 102 103

TEMPERATURE (OK)

Figure 1-2. Equivalence of behavior of two samples brought
to their final compensation level in different
ways. A and 0 denote intial properties of the
two samples having been copper-diffused. 0

denotes the properties of sample A after
irradiation by i-M~eV electrons so as to match
the a (300 K) of sample 0
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One potential application of these band tails is also apparent in
Figure 1-2 - low-temperature thermometry. Two features are particularly
noteworthy. First is the strong temperature sensitivity which can be
realized over a wide range of temperatures. Second is the ease with
which this sensitivity can be controlled by our compensation techniques.
To test the usefulness of this device we fabricated a sample so as to
exceed somewhat the temperature sensitivity of our commercial Ge resis-
tance thermometer at 4.2 K (- 300 R/K). Then the temperature sensitivity
was measured up to %, 200 K. It turned out that this device had a higher
sensitivity than the combination of the Ge and Pt resistance thermometers
to above 100 K. it is now clear that thermometers can be easily fabri-
cated this way to have high sensitivities in any desired range up to

S200 K.

The dc conductivity, a(T), offers one ready means of comparing the
properties of known band tails with the observations in the largely un-
certain amorphous semiconductors. To this end we have made detailed
measurements of o(T) between 2 K and 300 K and plotted the results in
the manner used for those materials. Several theories[8,9] for their
behavior predict that log o%(To/T)i/ 4 , and some reports of such behavior
in amorphous Ge and Si have been published[10]. For comparison we have
plotted our data as log a vs. T-lfn with I < n < 5. The results for
three of these are shown in Figure 1-3 for a sample prepared so as tc
change by six orders of magnitude. This exhibits clearly one of the
significant advantages available with these materials because such con-
trol of sample properties permits measurements to be made over a tem-
perature range 30 times as great as reported for a Ge and a Si[10].
The three curves of Figure 1-3 all display the same data between 2 K
and 300 K; only the abscissa scale is different for each. Clearly, T-1

cannot be fit with any st aight line- thus, no single activation energy
is responsible. Both T-1I 2 avd T-1/4 give fairly good figs to straight
lines, but with two segments. (T-1/3 is similar, but T- 5 has a

distinctly poorer fit to straight lines.) Thus, we find a similarity
to the amorphous semiconductors but with a new observation which might
be attributable to the much wider temperature range used here. It
should be noted that the same type of behavior was observed in a less
closely compensated sample whose conductivity varied by only two decades
over the same teraperature range. This appears particularly significant
because that conductivity is always much higher than the values normally
associated with "hopping conduction" for which the T-I/4 theory was Q

derived. Thus, this 2-segment "linear" fit offers a challenge to the
theories of disordered semiconductors. Further, the ability to fit the
data well with log crT-1/2 has opened some interesting new lines of
interpretation.

B. FREQUENCY DEPENDENCE OF A.C. CONDUCTIVITY

This type of measurement was important principally because all
amorphous semiconductors (as well as many other insulators) exhibit the.
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Figure 1-3. Temperature dependence of the conductivity between 2 K and
300 K for a single sample plotted with three different I
abscissas. This displays the good 2-segment, linear fit
of log a with either T-I/ 2 or 1T-I4.

general behavior Oa.c.-'w'. So our samples had to be examined to see ifjff their resemblanze to the amorphous semiconductors included such a feature.It should be kept in mind that the goal is the comparative experimentalbehavior without regard - for the present - for the underlying mechanism
or theory which is currently in considerable doubt.

By careful control over the compensation levels of a series of
samples the expected frequency dependence was indeed observed. As can
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be seen in Figure 4, increasing compensation not only lowers the con-
ductivity (all measured at 4.2 K) but also gives rise to an increasing

I It
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Figure 1-4. A.C. conductivity of a series of samplea (at 4.2 K)
for which lower conductivities correspond to closer
compensation. The increasing frequency dependence
thus created is also evident in the lower sets of
data.
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frequency dependence. When the compensation is extended sufficiently to
produce a very high resistivity we see in Figure t-5 the ow of the usual
type. That is, such behavior is usual for amorphous semiconductors and
insulators. But it is very abnormal for GaAs to have a frequency depen-
dence on its conductivity in this range of frequencies. Thus, we see
another strong indication of the kind of localization effects character-
istic of band tail states. In addition, we see clearly in Figure 1-4 that
the onset of the frequency dependence associated generally with localized
states is gradual as the deeper states of the tail are reached. This
suggests that an abrupt mobility edge often used to describe the energy
dependence of localization in a tail is not present in these materials.
This is a major result of the present program and is supported strongly

C by the theoretical analysis of a(T) described in Section IV.

•-C. CURRENT-VOLTAGE RELATIONSHIPS-ll

This aspect of the behavior of these materials has been the object
of the most intensive recent work, both because the results are so in-
teresting and because it has the closest bearing on possible switching
Sapplications. These measurements are continuing and being extended;
those performed so far were limited to 4.2 K. To eliminate the effects
of heating, pulsed voltages were used wherever possible, and the absence
of thermal effects could be confirmed for all the data reported. At
the lower voltages it was also possible to make dc measurements with-
out significant heating so that the pulsed results could be checked.
Furthermore, four probe samples were used for a number of experiments
to exclude possible contact effects. These samples had natural geo-
metrical limitations to the electric field strength attainable for the
available voltages and thus could be used to confirm only the low-field
portions of the conductivity, field strength curves. The higher-field
portions were obtained from two-contact, wafer-like samples. The agree-
ment of the results from the various methods shows that heating, con-
tacts, or ac response played no important part in these results.

The data obtained so far are represented by the two curves in
Figure 1-6 for wafer E imples which are relatively high in conductivity
but differ slightly in their compensation levels. It is apparent that
the material is strongly non-ohmic at all observed voltages; the full
equivalence of the negative polarity behavior taken together with the
four-probe measurements confirm that these are the bulk properties.

Therefore, these data can be converted to conductivity vs. field plots
Sby the simple application of appropriate geometrical factors. This has
been done for the same data shown in Figure 1-6, taking the total con-

ductivity, not the differential. The results appear in Figure 1-7 as
log a vs. F because of the very wide range of conductivities. One
curious result is that the lower conductivity of the more-compensated
sample actually varies more rapidly with field in some ranges, causing
the curves to cross. This is as yet unexplained.

.. 4
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The primary result of these measurements, however, is the very
strong field dependence of the conductivity. It can be seen that

V on, exp F is a good approximation bver at least three orders of magni-
tude of a. Furthermore, this behavior extends to the lowest fields
used -- " 30 V/cm -- with no sign of levelling off. This is a remark-
able result for the following reason. The very existence of a field-
dependent conductivity in materials such as these indicates the presence
of quasi-localized electrons which can be somehow freed by the field.
For the very low fields to have an important effect, some of the elec-
trons must be very weakly bound.

These current-voltage properties suggest possible applications of
the materials in at least two fields. One is as a voltage surge arrestor

which would protect electronic equipment from unexpected voltage surges
by shunting the equipment with a resistance that could drop very rapidly
in the presence of excess voltage. Although these samples do not have
all the properties desired in such a device, the potentiality seems

S~present.

The second possible application concerns one of the original pos-
sibilities that motivated this type of work - a negative-resistance de-
vice or switch. So far we have not observed negative resistance except
when thermal influences seem present. But the great departures from
ohmic behavior are promising, and considerable further work in this area
appears warranted.

D. PIIOTOCONDUCTIVITY

These measurements were initiated rather recently and extensive
results are not yet available. The photoresponse at low temperatures
has been found to have the following interesting features: A strong
tail in the photoconductive spectral response (at low temperatures)
exists for energies well below the normal gap energy. This tail re-
quires moderately close compensation but is not very sensitive to the
compensation level in this regime. Some preliminary optical absorption
measurements have been made in this tail region to compare with the
photoconductivity because this is normally a region of transparence.
Hence, more information is needed about both of these optical properties.
in addition, there is some evidence that these samples display an un-
usually strong temperature dependence of the photoconductive peak wave-
length. At the present it is premature to judge the likelihood of use-
ful photoconductive devices emerging from these materials. One related
possibility, however, is a radiation detettor using the bolometer

* effect of closely compensated thin films made this way.

E. MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY AND SPECIFIC HEAT

These measurements were attempted in collaboration with Dr. Donald
Gubser of the Naval Research Laboratory as a result of some of the
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theoretical work described in Section IV. There appears to exist in
principle the possibility of directly measuring the density states as
a function of energy in the tails if one of these measurements succeeds.
Experimental limitations -- chiefly insufficient sample size -- have so
far foiled these measurements. Further attempts are planned here.

F. THERMOELECTRIC POWER

The apparatus for this measurement was constructed but not actually
put into use because the discovery of the remarkable current-voltage
relations called for a greatly increased effort in that area. Neverthe-
less, the thermopower can be a useful supporting measurement which will
be performed.
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( IV. THEORY

Because this program offers better opportunities for quantitative
determination of properties of electronic energy band tails than any
others known to us. there was a corresponding need for a larger theoret-
ical basis for interpretation of the results. We have therefore de-
veloped an extension of the statistical behavior of solids to include
band tails as an explicit case. This was performed first for an extrin-
vosic material, like our samples, for which only one band tail plays a
significant role. Then the intrinsic (2-band) case was treated and
finally the combined case which transforms from extrinsic at low tem-
peratures to intrinsic at high temperatures.

A. EXTRINSIC CASE

J This portion was nearly completed at the beginning of this contract
and is to be published as "Evidence for a Gradual Mobility Transition in
Band Tails of Heavily Doped GaAs" in the Proceedings of the IV Intl.
Conf. on Amorphous and Liquid Semiconductors[ll]. Therefore, only the
abstract is repeated here and the paper is reproduced as Appendix A.

"An analysis is given of previously reported transport measure-
ments in band tails of heavily doped, closely compensated GaAs.
By use of a model density of states, the temperature dependence
of the Fermi energy in the tail and the distribution of electrons
among the states are found. Then the temperature dependence of
the conductivity is calculated using the Kubo-Greenwood formula
with a variable energy dependence of the mobility. A criterion
is proposed for designating a mobility edge as sharp or not, and
comparison with the experimental data indicates that in these
samples the criterion is not met. Thus, the energy dependence
of the mobility in the band tail is regarded as gradual."

B. INTRINSIC AND COMBINED EXTRINSIC-TO-INTRINSIC CASES

The statistical calculations on intrinsic materials were performed
with the goal of applying the concepts developed for our band tail sys-
tem to the problems of amorphous semiconductors which are widely re-
garded to be intrinsic. Comparison of the results of these calculations
with published data for several amorphous semiconductors show a marked
resemblance and again lead to the questioning of sharp mobility edges.
Because the essential portions of the results of the intrinsic case
were also published ("Statistical Properties of Disordered Semiconduc-
tors")[12] and are reproduced as Appendix B, only the abstract is given
here.
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"Basic statistical considerations are show.n to imply pronounced

effects on many properties of materials having energy band tails.
For extrinsic cases a mctal-like temperature dependence of the
Fermi energy occurs; in consequence, a method is proposed for
directly measuring the density of states in the tail. For
intrinsic amorphous semiconductors, severe limitations are found
for the inference of a sharp mobility edge from temperature-
depeudent conductivity data."

U The second sentence of this abstract refers to the prediction that either
the low-temperature specific heat or the Pauli susceptibility could fur-
nish a quantitative measure of the density of states at the Fermi energy
in a tail. This was the motivation for the attempts to make such mea-
surements as mentioned in Section III-E.

The combined case has been calculated, showing how the Fermi energy
moves from one band tail at low temperatures to the center of the pseudo-
gap at high temperatures. The behavior is interesting but there is no
example known to us in which a comparable experimental observation has
been made. This may simply be a result of the lack of ability to identify
such a situation but the application of this calculation must await such
identification.

a

i(
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V. SUMMARY

This program has achieved a number of its goals in the study of
disordered semiconductors. First is the ability to create materials
with band tails that are tailored to our specifications and occupied
to a precisely controllable extent. It has also been established that
the interesting and unusual properties displayed by such materials are
indeed attributable to band tail effects, notto the presence of par-
ticular kinds of impurities or defects. A variety of preparation pro-
cesses has led to good reproducibility and control over these samples
and to greatly improved electrical contacts for use on them.

The measured properties of these samples show many attractive fea-
"tures. One of the primary features for the present purposes is the
very close similarity of the properties of these materials to those of
amorphous semiconductors. Because the band tails here are smaller than
those of the typical amorphous semiconductors, our measurements are
generally at low temperature. But the knowledge gained this way might
be extended to materials permitting higher-temperature operation and
fabrication in thin films. In any event, the information obtained so
far -- both experimental and theoretical -- is clearly relevant to the
understanding of the electronic properties of amorphous semiconductors.

Another principal result is the demonstration, by combined experi-
ment and theory, that sharp mobility edges are much less likely to
prevail than is generally believed. We-have several graphic indications
of a gradual energy dependence of the mobility in the tail from a.c. con-
ductivity, temperature dependence of the d.c. conductivity, and calcu-
lations compared to amorphous semiconductors.

The current-voltage relationships have exhibited some of the most
unexpected and interesting behavior. The field dependence of the con-

- ductivity in these samples appears to be unique. Its continued sensi-
tivity at very low fields is one of the most provocative results and
promises to shed important light on the properties of band tails.

The various observed properties appear to lend themselves to
several possible applications as in low-temperature thermometry, bolo-
metric radiation detector, voltage surge arrestor, and general nonlinear
electronic components.
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APPENDIX A

EVIDENCE FOR A GRADUAL MOBILITY TRANSITION IN

BAND TAILS OF HEAVILY DOPED GaAs

DAVID REDFIELD

RCA Laboratories. Princeton. New Jersey 08540. U.S.A.

An analysis is gven of previously reported transport measurements in band tails of
heavily-doped, closely-compensated GaAs. By use of a model density of states, the tem-
perature dependence of the Fermi energy in the tail and the distribution of electrons among
the states are found. Then the temperature dependence of the conductivity is calculated
using the Kubo-Greenwood formula with a variabie energy dependence of the mobility.
A criterion is proposed for designating a mobility edge as sharp or not and comparison
with the experimental data indicates that in these samples the criterion is not met. Thus

the energy dependence of the mobility in the band tail is regarded as "'gradual".

One of the most severe problems in the study Jf electronic properties of
disordered semiconductors is the absence of experimental knowledge of the
energy band tails and their properties. For this reason we have developed
a technique which permits control of band tails and their occupancy in
"heavily-doped, closely-compensated n-GaAs. A summary of this technique

and results on the energy dependence of some of the transport properties
have been published'). The temperature dependence of the conductivity of
a series ef four samples with Fermi energies progressively deeper in the
tail2) is reproduced from ref. I in fig. Ia. The principal features of these
data are: (a) the very large changes in temperature-sensitivity; and (b) the
shapes of the curves which typically look nearly straight when they are
steepest but concave upward for intermediate steepnesses (as for # I in

fig. la).
The present paper describes an analysis designed to provide a basis for

interpreting the data of ref. I. The conductivity data shown in fig. Ia are
treated within the framework of the Kubo-Greenwood formula 3 )

aD.C = e N (E)J(E) i(E)dE, (I)

where N(E) is the density of states, f(E) the Fermi function and pi(E) the
energy-dependent mobility. A primary question is whether or not the results
of fig. Ia are caused by an abrupt mobility edge of the type widely proposed
for the band tails in amorphou' semiconductors3.4). An alternate possibility
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EVIDENCE FOR A GRADUAL MOBILITY TRAl' .ITION

is a gradual reduction in mobility at deeper states of the tail so that low

temperatures simply drop all electrons into states of lower - but non-zero -

mobility. Thus the question becomes one of degree: how sharp is the energy

dependences of the mobility?
To achieve even a semi-quantitative interpretation of any such data re-

quires certain fundamental information such as the density of states function

and the temperature dependence of Fermi energy C(T). Having those,
various functions can be tried for p (E) to fit the experimental results with

eq.(l).
In heavily-doped, compensated semiconductors, various calculations 5 .6)

have shown that N(E) is nearly Gaussian in the tail. This fact permits the

use of a simple model for N(E) consisting of a normal parabolic band

joined to a Gaussian tail as shown in fig. 2a. ThusIA(E - Ej) E > Ej> E,,

N .(E)= Nj exp[ E-EoEj E2 E]

0 (0.1io'L -. o. . " ° I ,o'[ . .
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(a) (b;

Fig. A-I. Temperature dcpendcncc of conductivity of heavily doped, closely compensated

GaAs bind tails. (a) Experimental data from ref. I for a series of samples having progres-
sively closer compensation from 60 to :g3. (b) Calculated conductivities from eq. (1)
with the model density of states, Eo - 0.06eV and three values of Co to simulate the
experimental data: dashed lines are for an ideal mobility edge (E, - 0) and solid lines

are for EM 0.03 eV.
I
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0. REDFIELD

where Ej is the energy at which the two portions join, N,=A (Ej-E )' for
continuity and Eo ir the tail width parameter. Numerical calculations not R
based on this model have shown that the value of Eo appropriate to the
samples of fig. Ia is in the range of 0.03-0.06 eV;). With this model density
of states thus fitted to more precise N(E) functions, we have numerically
computed the temperature dependence of the Fermi energy (T) by the
usual iterative method invoking particle conservation. The results of this
calculation.lead to a number of interesting and potentially useful conclusions
which are discussed elsewhere8).

E N(E) E (IE)

E)

(a) (b)

Fig.A-2.The model functions used in these calculations. (a) Density of states and (b)
k. mobility plotted on the same energy scale. Eo and E;, are the respective width parameters

(EA = 0 corresponds to an ideal mobility edge).

4V

P •Now having both N(E) and f(E, T) we can find the entire distribution
of electrons over the states at any temperature. This is illustrated in fig. 3

using parameters appropriate to our samples. For evaluation of eq. (1) we
have used a variety of functions to represent p (E) and compared the results
with those of fig. Ia. To permit an estimate of the sharpness of the mobility

transition, we assign it a width E, as shown in fig. 2b. Since the precise shape
of p(E) is found to be less important than this width, we have generally
used a Gaussian for u(E) so that E, can be easily compared to E0. In the
absence of any other criterion for calling a mobility edge "sharp" we

, suggest the requirement that E, << E0. J

After many computations of a(T) using eq. (i) with different trial values
for E, to fit the experimental data, we find the following results: (I) The
most suitable value for Eo is about 0.06 eV. (2) The use of an ideal mobility

edge (ie. EM =0) is not capable of producing curved temperature depen- i
dences at any Fermi level position. This is shown by the dashed lines in
fig. lb for a set of values of tile parameters thought to be appropriate for
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A

the experimental samples. It should be noted that all other reasonable values
of the parameters lead to the same conclusion. (3) Values of E=0.03 eV
are capable of simulating the experimental curves fairly well in their shape
and to some extent in their slopes as demonstrated by the solid lines in
fig. l b.

In view of the limitations imposed by the model functions used and by
the number of parameters [E0, E,, C(0)] we do not claim to be able to fit
quantitatively the experimental data. We do conclude, however, that an
abrupt mobility edge cannot fit the conductivity data and is furthermore

08 E0 -" 06 ev

06 •f TOt-1 I5 x 10
t 6

cm'
3
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Fig.A-S. Distribution of electrons over the available energies at various temperatures.
The dashed curve is the density of states tail. Open circles show the level of the Fermi
energy for each curve. At T - 0 K the Fermi energy is at -0.1 eV as shown by horizontal

line Co.

inconsistent with the Hall effect data of ref. I on the same samples. The
indicated value of E, =0.03 eV is half of the tail width; since this does not
meet the criterion proposed above we regard this as a "gradual" mobility
transition. In connection with this, it has also been shown that the inference
of a sharp mobility gap from the apparent activated conductivity in amor-
phous semiconductors may also be unwarranted because of statistical effects
not previously considered 8).
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Statistical Properties of Disordered Semiconductors*

David Redfield
RCA Laboratories, Princeton. Sew Jersey 065W0

(Received 22 July 1971)

Basic statistical considerattons are shown to imply pronounced effects on many pro-
perties of materials having energy-baod tails. For extrinsic cases a metallike temper-
ture dependence of the Fermi enargy occurm; in consequence, a method is proposed for
directly measuring the density of states in the tail. For intrinsic amorphous semicon-
ductors, severe limitations are found for the inference of a sharp mobility edge from
temperature-depeodent conductivity data.

It is generally accepted that many of the inter- trons for definiteness). The initial need, before
esting and potentially useful electronic proper- any of the physical properties can be computed,
ties of disordered semiconductors are associated is to evaluate the temperature dependence of the
with energy-band tails. These tails on the ener- Fermi energy. This has been done numerically
gy distribution of density of states create sys- by the usual method of particle conservation.
tems which are not conventional semiconductors, The results shown in Fig. 2 are representative
insulators, or metals. Therefore, the equilibri- of heavily doped, closely compensated semicon-
um statistical behavior cannot be obtained from ductors. A primary result Is that the Fermi en-
any of the standard forms. This paper shows
from calculations of this behavior for a simple 41 N
model density of states that the statistical effects

lead to new insights for both extrinsic and in-
trinsic cases. The essential conclusions appear ,

to be independent of the details of the model. i2

The model used for the density of states was h !

chosen as a simple, but fairly good. approxima- - - ------

tion to the several theoretical results appropri- (a)
ate to compensated semiconductors.` Each
band edge is taken to be a normal parabolic band
joined to a Gaussian tail as seen in Fig. 1(a).
For a conduction band then .(

•+• =(N,tepJ-|(E-E,c)IE.F), E <E,,, A

where E,c is the energy at which the pieces join. E,, C

3,. ZJ =A(E,• - Ec' for continuity, and E5 is the FIG. B-1. The model functions used in these calculi-
S(adjustable; .ail-width parameter. tions. (a) Density of states and (ib) mobility on the

7 We treat first the extrinsic case. i.e., one in same energy scale. Es and Eu are the respective width
which only one band plays a significant role be- parameters. E. 0 corresponds to an ideal mobility
cause of an excess of one type of carrier (elec- edge.
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El__ and a reasonable band-tail width, one finds an
estimated total carrier concentration of 10"-10'

o, 0OO6ev cm"3 which is consistent with the value measured

by magnetic susceptibility for amorphous As2S,.
To support this suggestion that electrons in band-
tail states are responsible for the specific heat
observations, it is also necessary to invoke the

*o localized character of such states' to explain the
low electrical conductivity and the lack of sensi-
tivity of C to magnetic fields.' It must be stressed
that if this suggestion is correct, it offers the

zoz- first means of experimentally measuring N(E)
using Eq. (2). By similar arguments, the Pauli

, spin susceptibility at low temperatures should
% also give a direct measure of M(E).

% • Having the density of states and t(T), it is then
o0,- . possible to calculate the electrical conductivity

as a function of temperature based on the Kubo-
Greenwood formula,'

Od, = fN(E)fE) iA(E) dE, (3)

0 -- by simply choosing any function for the conductiv-
0 0 zoo 300 400 ity mobility p(E). The results of this procedure

TEMPERATuRMre) will be given for the intrinsic case below. For
FIG. B-2. Computed Fermi energy (solid curves) in eg trinsic caset b bow . For

the band tall as a function of termperature for an - an extrinsic case It has been shown7 that an
extrinsic semiconductor with three values of the excess abrupt mobility edge does not well describe ex-
electron concentration. Dashed curves are the metal- perimental results in heavily doped, closely com-
lc approximation. Eq. (1). pensated GaAs.

We next consider the intrinsic case in terms
which might reasonably be compared with some

ergy t is quanttitatively described, particularly amorphous semiconductors. We choose a pseuJo-
at low temperatures, by the customary approxi- gap E, - E., of I eV and density-of-states ef-
mation used in metals. fective masses equal to the free-electron mass

-() for both bands. Thus the Fermi energy is fixed
at 0.5-eV separation from eacn Er For use in

where to is the value at T = 0 K. This is a some- Eq. (3) the mobility function is taken to be con-
what unexpected result in view of the strong en- stant in each "normal-band" range of energies
ergy dependence of the density of states in the and to decrease in each tail with a width parame-
:egion of interest and the large range over which ter E. as shown in Fig. 1(b). The functional form
'he Fermi energy may vary. One important con- of p(E) in the tails was chosen to be Gaussian for
.;equence of this result is that some of the low- convenience in comparing E. with E., not be-
tWmperature equilibrium properties should be cause it has any physical significance. (Other
quazimetallic. For example, the validity of Eq. functions were tried with qualitatively the same
(1) implies that there should be a linear tempera- results.)
ture dependence of the specific heat at low tem- A representative set of results of the computa-
-. ratures: tion of Eq. (3) for this case appears in Fig. 3.

There are two principal conclusions from theseC = J3 -2krTV(Q.). (2) i
results. The first is that the appearance of "ac-

Because N(Q.) is small compared to its value in tivated" conductivity over many decades and with
metals, this should be a small effect and be mea- a reasonable activation energy does not neces-
surable only at very low temperatures. Never- sarily require an abrupt mobility edge; we have
theless, just such an effect has been reported' taken E.= 0.2 eV, and it may be seen that Ev czn
recently for several glassy materials below I K. be as large as 0.1 eV without seriously altering
Using any of the values reported in Ref. 4 for C such an appearance.* The choice of E =0.2 eV
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metric ways for the intrinsic case.8 The present
4 ";o150K toox calculation shows statistically that these can
4006 200combine in ways which simulate activated con-

E ,oz.v ductivity even in the absence of a physically well-

defined activation energy in either the density of; states or the mobility. Thus the narrower the
,.-02ov band tail. the broader can be the mobility transi-

tion for any fixed conductivity plot.
The second conclusion from the results shown

in Fig. 3 is that the existence of substantial con-r C , *I"eV "duction within the tails gives rise to what appears
to be extrinsic low-temperature conductivity with
a much weaker temperature dependence than the

S"'intrinsic" behavior. In this regard, a series of
0. experimental curves like those of Fig. 3 has been
So,. reported for a four-component semiconducting

E, . o 1.v glass with various annealings." We note that the
'" ,E". 420v leveling off in low-temperature conductivity

EO .should not occur in a system having an ideal mo-- -5bility gap (E. = 0). Conversely, It now appears

DO •unnecessary to invoke some ad hoc additional
-E---- .v model such as a density-of-states peak at the

E.C .404V gap center"0 to explain low-temperature conduc-
tivity having a very weak temperature dependence.

I Finally. it should be remarked that this dis-
S-'- - - - 6 . cussion has considered only the most elementary

.oo/o [ processes; undoubtedly, other effects will have
FIG. B-3. computed conductivity as a function of recip- to be included for a quantitative description of

rocal temperature from Eq. (3). The values of peru- conductivity. For example, a temperature de-
meters ED and E, and the pseudogap are explained in pendence of the mobility may well be important,
the text. E. z 0 corresponds to an ideal mobility gap. although the qualitative conclusions presented
EAr is the apparent activation enerlD deduced from the
upper portions of the curves. See Ref.12for compara- here should not be seriously affected.
ble experimental results.

Z7- -Work supported in part by the Office of Naval Re-
search under Contrac' No. N00014-7 1-C-0371.

is quite arbitrary in view of the wide disagree- 'B. I ilalperin and M Lax. Phys. Rev. 148. 722 (1966).
ment as to just how broad the tails are,6' 1 but 'T. N. Mcrgai, Phys. Rev. 139, A343 (1695).
it is a conservative choice for the present pur- 3F. Stern. Phys. Rev. D 3, 2636 (1971). and private
poses. It was made because it produces -10" communication.
states/eV cm' at the gap center, one of the val- 'R. B. Stephens. R. C. Zeller, and R. 0. Pohl, Bull.
Sues most often quoted." Amer. Phys. Soc. 16. 377 (1971).

There are, of course, strong theoretical argu- •J. Taut, A. Menth, and D. L. Wood, Ph}y. Rev. Iett.
ments for very low mobilities deep in band tails. 25. 749 (1970)."fiM. H. Cohen. J. Non-Cryst. Solids 4. 391 (1970).
The immediate questions are these: How abrupt 'D. Redfield, in Proceedings of the Fourth Interns-
is the mobility transition, and do the available tional Conference on liquid and Amorphous Semicon-
experimental results permit conclusions to be ductors. Ann Arbor. \ichigan, 1971 (to be published).
drawn concerning this abruptness? The present 'This srmmctrý does not extend to the extrinsic case
results indicate that the appearance of activated in which via.) hns the additional role of determining r (T).

e conductivity in amorphous semiconductors does ý
TMhe values E0 - 0.2 eV and E, -0.1 cV are those used

not permit conclusions about the abruptness to in Fig. I with a pseudogap of I eV z
nt m i bo-tre woropt re-s to '*. A. Dlavis and N. F. Mott. Phil. Mag. 22, 903 (1970).be drawn directly from the Kubo-Greenwood re- "E. A. Fagen and If. Fritzsche, .1. Non-Cyst. Solids

lation. The reason for this is that the two un- 4. 4So (1970).
known functions of energy in Eq. (3), the density -"E. A. Fagen and H. Fritzzche, .J. Non-Cryst. Solids
of states and mobility, enter in completely sym- 2. 170 (1970).
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PART 2 - TRIANSITION METAL OXIDES

I. INTRODUCTION

The main purpose of the present study was to get better knowledge
and understanding of the electronic properties of materials that exhibit
the metal-to-insulator transition and for which we have previously in-
duced optical[l,2] as well as electrical[3,4] switching. Two other ob-
jectives were to evaluate practical applications of the switching effects
and to examine theoretically and experimentally the mechanism suggested
for "polaron switching"[5].

The materials studied were magnetite (Fe 3 04 ), vanadium dioxide
(V02 ), and oxygen-deficient rutile (TiO2 _x). The first two were chosen
because they are the only two materials that have satisfactory switching
characteristics and the rutile because it seems to be the only material
in which polarons are believed to exist.

Since all the above materials are not commercially available in the
forms needed for the present study, the main effort in this work was
to grow crystals and prepare thin films of these materials, and to
characterize them. Thp effects of doping, alloying, and deviation from
stoichiometry on the metal-insulator transition were studied.

Very many experimental techniques were used for the study:
(1) electrical transport, (2) high electric field effects, (3) tun-
neling, (4) uniaxial pressure effect on the conductivity, (5) optical
reflectivity and transmission, (6) cathodoluminescence, (7) x-ray de-
fraction, (8) specific heat, and (9) Raman scattering. Two possible
applications of VO2 were carefully studied: optical holographic storage
and electron beam recording.

The main achievement of the present study is the first consistent
understanding of the electronic structure of magnetite. Many other re-
sults confirm or contradict "accepted" results reported in the litera-
ture. Our results clarify the experimental situation, raise questions,
and suggest further research in the present field.

The report is divided according to the three materials studied
(Fe 3 04 , V02, and TiO2_x), since in each of these materials different
problems are present and different state of the art is encountered.
Only general information on these materials is included hera; further
data can be found in known review papers[6,7]. For each material we
shall first discuss the material preparation techniques, then the ex-
perimental results; and finally, we shall summarize them and reach
conclusions based on the data.
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II. MAGNETITE

Magnetite is a ferrimagnet with TN = 850 K. At room temperature it
has a cubic inverse spinel structure, and at TV = 120 K it goes through
crystallographic as well as an "insulator-to-metal" transition. The
electronic structure of this material was unknown before this study.
The mechanism of the transition, in view of this study, seems to be
more complicated than previously suggested.

A. CRYSTAL GROWTH OF Fe 3 04

Vo For the present study, crystals of pure and doped Fe304 were grown
by closed-tube vapor transport[8,9]. The chemical transport was carried
out in sealed fused silica tubes, in a gradient furnace (1000 0 -850 0 C)
with HCU as the carrier gas. The crystals were grown at the cooler end
of the tube and were obtained as small regular octahedra, 1 to 5 mm long
across the apeces, and with smooth reflecting surfaces. However, the
Fe304 attacked the inner walls of the silica tubes at the point of

attachment, which tended to limit the crystal size and perfection. The
source material for the crystal growth was prepared by the reduction of
Fe 2 03 , i.e., by heating the Fe 2 0 3 in a 2 to 1 gas mixture of CO2 and CO

at 650*C for 16 hours. The reduction 3Fe2O3 + CO + 2Fe3O4 + C02 was
stoichiometric to within less than 0.1%. Chemical analysis of the as-
grown crystals indicated that the Fe 2 031FeO ratio was 0.94. Improvement
of the Fe 3 04 crystal stoichiometry was effected by heating the crystals
under the same oxygen partial pressure (C02 /CO gas flows) and tempera-
ture used to prepare the stoichiometric Fe 304 powder. However, because
the as-grown crystals may vary considerably in size and their off-
stoichiometry, the final state of stoichiometry of the heat-treated
crystals also may vary. In all cases, it is believed that the chemical

* stoichiometry of the crystals io closer to the theoretical value as a
result of the post-growth heat treatment.

* Doped crystals of composition MxFe3_xOx (where M is either Ni or
Co) were also grown by the same methods. Chemical analysis by flame
atomic absorption of crystals made with starting materials of x = 0.03

F showed that x = 0.028 for CO and x = 0.035 for Ni. The degree of
- factionation '; the dopant was small and thus the nominal concentration

)f dopant iF .sed to describe the crystals.

B. PREPARATION OF THIN Fe 3 04 FIMS

For the optical measurements complementry to the results obtained
-u single crystals, thin (2 pjm) Fe 3 04 films were prepared. This was
done by argon ion sputterir., of iron onto Corning type 0221 glass. The
ron films were oxidized to Fe 2 03 by heat-ng in a slow oxygen flow at

3 -*)C for 2 hours. The Fe 2 03 films were t,,2n reduced to Fe 3 04 by heating to
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380*C in the C02 /CO gas mixture used to prepare Fe 304 for crystal growth

(see above). The oxidation and reduction steps were identified by x-ray

diffraction. The Fe 304 films were found to be single-phase, highly

oriented, and polycrystalline. The orientation was such that the [110]

axis was perpendicular to the substrate.

C. ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF Fe304 CRYSTALS

Four-probe conductivity measurements were carried out by cooling

or warming the crystals in the temperature range 4.2 - 350 K. Electrical

ohmic contacts were made by smearing In-Hg amalgam on the desired surface
and bonding to it with an In solder. Typical results of the temperature

dependence of the conductivity a are shown in Figure 2-1. The room-

temperature value of the conductivity was typically 250 (ohm-cm)-I, the

SYNTHETIC Fe 3 04

S!NGLE CRYSTAL

b

- ,

0 -2
10

b

UZ~C)AS GROWN

z I

< AFTER TREATMEN
_J
LLI

3 5 7 9 II 13 15 17

1000/T (-K)-'

Figure 2-1. Temperature dependence of the conductivity before
and after heating the crystal in a gas mixture of

CG2/CO.
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value reported in the literature[6]. In this figure it is clearly
demonstrated that the heating of the as-grown crystals in the 2:1
C02 /CO mixture has three effects: (1) It sharpens the conductivity
jump; (2) it increases the activation energy below TV, up to the "in-
trinsic" value[10] of 0.15 eV; and (3) the transition temperature in-
creases which, according to the pioneering work of Verwey[ll], in-
dicates an improvement of the stoichometry of the material. Such treat-
ments of natural magnetite crystals (which are doped with 1.1% Ti and
0.15% Zn) has the same effect. This is shown in Figure 2-2. The

SN NATURAL MAGNETITE

N SINGLE CRYSTAL

- -I
10

0

b -2

F-5

0 -OBEFORE
TREATMENT

z
U AFTER
W TREATMENT

< 10

t
1II 0 K

1"; 03I I II I I

S3 5 7 9 - l 13 15 17

000/T (OK)

Figure 2-2. Temperature dependence of the conductivity of a
natural single crystal after heating in a gas
mixture Of C02/CO.
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effectiveness of the-C0 2 /CO treatment in improving the stoichiometry
as well as the correctness of the above-mentioned indications are
demonstrated in Figure 2-3. Two crystals that originally had the same

IO3

10 2 --

a = 0.04 eV

10
10-Fe 304 -.8 2

Fe 304-8, 8I 82

0 1o I -I

b

S..-...-Eo0.15eV

10

-2Jo
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 1

I000/T (MK)

Figure 2-3. Temperature dependence of the conductivity of
synthetic single crystal after treatment in two
gas mixtures with different C0 2 /CO ratio.

transition temperature differed after being heated in different C0 2 /CO
ratios. In one case this ratio was larger than 2 (Fe304-6 1 ) and in the
other smaller than 2 (Fe304-6 2 ). The transition temperature has changed
while the activation energy still has the intrinsic value of 0.15 eV.
This is the first study of the effect of stoichiometry since the 1941
work of Verwey[ll].
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The other effect studied is that of doping Fe 3 04 with Ni or Co,
the ions of waich occupy the octahedral sites (as expected from the
site preference stabilization energies of Ni+2 and Co+ 2 ). Even after
the C02 /CO treatment the transition temperature remains appreciably
lower than that of the "pure" mateiial, and the activation energy of
the low temperature phase remains smaller than the "intrinsic" value.
For impurity concentrations higher than 2.5% one finds that the metallic
phase is maintained down to very low temperatures. The effects of
doping and stoichiometry are shown in Figure 2-4. Also shown is the
effect of gross deviation from stoichiometry when an a-Fe2 03 phase is

present. The behavior then is of an "insulating" phase up to 350 K.
Previous measurements on Ni- and Co-doped Fe 3 04 were quoted by Miles
et al.[12], but from their o(T) dependence it appears that stoichiometry
played a more decisive roll than the doping. While our results agree
qualitatively with theirs, their quantitative results do not seem to
be reliable. In all the measurements no hysteresis was observed in the
So(T) curve around TV in accord with previously reported results and in
contrast with the results in other first-order metal to insulator tran-
sitions[6].

For the measurements to be reported below, we have used natural
magnetite and Fe304 films for the optical measurements, and C02 /CO-
treated synthetic crystals for the specific-heat measurements. For the
x-ray measurements we have used synthetic as well as natural magnetite
crystals (C02/CO-treated and untreated) to establish the generality of
the results obtained.

D. OPTICAL MEASUREMENTS ON Fe 3 04

Optical transmission measurements in the spectral range

0.15 < hv < 0.75 eV were made on natural magnetite single crystals and
in the spectral range 0.5 < hv < 3.5 eV on thin (2 Vm) Fe 3 04 film.
Taking into account the reflectivity of Fe 3 04 (measured separately) we
found the photon energy, hv, dependence of the absorption coefficient
ac in tae above-mentioned spectral ranges. The same spectra were found
both at 300 K and 77 K. This indicates absorption edges at 0.3 eV and
at 2 eV and a plateau between 2.8 and 3.5 eV. These results are shown
in Figure 2-5.

Cathodoluminescence studies of the crystals have produced comple-
mentary information. A peak at 2.6 eV and a shoulder at 3.2 eV were
found in these spectra. These results combined with the optical data
and available soft x-ray data have enabled us to present a semiquanti-
tative band structure of Fe 3 04 and to explain the previous transport
data. The details of the measurements and their interpretation are

Z given in Appendix C and Appendix D. The main conseque'nces are presented
at the end of this Section.
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Figure 2-5. Optical transmission of natural Fe 3 04 crystal

and polycrystalline Fe304 film.

E. SPECIFIC HEAT OF Fe 304

L The specific heat of a collection of several small synthetic crystals
of Fe 304 was measured by heat pulse calorimetry. The thermometer and
pulse heater were fabricated from a thin Si film deposited on a sapphire
substrate. By varying the doping and thickness of the Si film, material
having a temperature-dependent resistivity suitable for resistance
thermometry can be deposited. Because of the small thermal mass of the
sapphire substrate (and negligible mass of Si), samples weighing less
than 200 mg were readily measured. The Si thermometer was calibrated
against Pt in a separate experiment. Crystals having smooth facets were
bonded to the sapphire on the side opposite from the Si, with a small
amount of cement. Thermal time constants of a few seconds were formed,
and data were obtainable with pulse heights of 50 mK.

The results are shown in Figure 2-6. We interpret the data as being
consistent with a smeared first-order transition. The measured peak
height is independent of pulse height, indicating the absence of a sing-
ularity of any kind. We think that the shoulder on the low T side of
the peak is due to sample inhomogeneities, since crystals from various
growth lots were measured together (1i0 small crystals/sample). The
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Figure 2-6. Specific heat as a function of temperature in
the transition region of Fe304.

integrated area under the curve is 608 joules/mole, within 20% of the

value obtained on natural crystal[13], although the transition width

reported here is an order of magnitude smaller and sharper than any

peak reported thus far. This latent heat corresponds to a change of

entropy of 0.29 kB per octahedral site in accord with the value quoted

by Anderson[14].

F. X-RAY ANALYSIS OF Fe 304

X-ray studies of the transformation were carried out on natural

and synthetic single crystals using simple crystal diffractometry tech-

niques. The low-temperature symmetry was determined by studying the

splitting in (100), (110), and (111) type reflections accompanying the

transformation. With regard to both peak positions and multiplicity, -q

the reflections were found to be inconsistent with the assumption of

orthorhombic symmetry, which is the accepted[6], low-temperature phase

symmetry of Fe 3 0 4 . Based on the results for (110) and (111) types,

which are found to split into a doublet of equal intensity ratio and
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Sa doublet of 3/1 ratio respectively, the symmetry can be assigned un-
ambiguously as rhombohedral. This is confirmed for (100) types, which
remain unsplit, although peak broadening associated with crystallo-
graphic domain formation might obscure a small uniaxial component. We
find the rhombohedral angle to be 0 = 590 48.5' + 0.2', thus confirming
the earliest work on the phase transition on powders by Rooksby and
Willis[15], who found a = 590 47.5'.

As the temperature is lowered through the transition, the intensity
of the cubic line [say (111)] decreases sharply near TV, while the split
peaks grow. No evidence for values of a significantly different from
that given above were observed, i.e., the transition is clearly first
order. However, "the volume fraction of rhombohedral phase grows smoothly
over a few degrees below the onset of the transformation. Thus, a sharp
peak in the specific heat, without a latent heat, is understandable.
Simultaneous measurements of the decrease of the cubic line intensity
and the electrical resistivity have shown that there is no hysteresis
associated with the transition and that indeed (as expected, but not
reported so far) both the structural change and the conductivity jump
represent the same transition.

G. UNIAXIAL PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS

Whereas the effect of pressure on the transition in the vanadi
oxides with the metal-to-insulator transition has been extensively sk.
for Fe 3 04 only hydrostatic pressure measurements have been reported[16J
The experimental data of these measurements were not given, and it is
not clear how sharp the transition was or how the transition temperature
is identified. The reported results were that TV shifts with the pres-
sure P at the rate of dTV/dP = - 0.5 K/kbar over a 20 K range. This is
consistent with the increase in the volume of the unit cell upon cooling
through TV.

In view of the above x-ray data it would have been expected that
pulling along the [111] axis will cause an increase in TV. Unfortunately,
such an experiment is quite complicated to perform. On the other hand,

4 the effect of pressure along one of the [111] directions will be to
choose one of the other [111] directions as the elongated axis. Since
only one of the other three [111] axes should be elongated, the transi-
tion is also expected to be broadened by the uniaxial pressure as in the
case[17] of V02 (see below).

- For the measurement a special system utilizing a deep stick with a
piston was constructed. The uniaxial pressure was provided by gas pres-
sure on the piston. With this system pressures of 50 kbar with a sample
of 1-mm2 area can easily be obtained. For the present study, however,
we have only used pressures up to 2 kbar. With higher pressure it be-
comes hard to identify the TV point, although qualitatively it is clearly
shifted to higher temperatures.
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In the results shown in Figure 2-7 we see that the behavior is con-
sistent with the expectations. This is the first observation of a un-
iaxial pressure that increases the metal-to-insulator TV. Quantitatively,

% - P = 0.04 kbor

S----P = I kbor
0

-- go -b P 11 [iii]

b

>_ -2-109

> -

i2

0

-3 

8

10 3 5 7 9 II 13 15 17

1000/1 (OK)-

Figure '-7. Temperature dependence of the conductivity of a
synthetic single crystal under different uniaxial
pressures.

the effect is very large. Although it depends on the choice of TV, it
is clearly of the order of dTv/dP =l0 K/kbar. The calculated value, on
the basis of pulling the [111] axis and the reported elastic constants[18],
is 8.6 K/kbar.

H. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The optical and cathodoluminescence data discussed above indicate
optical transitions that correspond to transitions with photon energies
of 0.3, 2, 2.6, and 3.2 eV. As shown in detail in Appendix C these yield
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a consistent semiquantitative band structure that is based on the crystal
field splitting of the octahedral sites. The atomic iron 3d level is
split by the difference in exchange interaction to spin-down 3da(Fe) levels
and to spin-up 3d 0 (Fe) levels. In the crystal each of these fivefold
degenerate levels is further split by the crystal field. In the octa-

r hedral sites this splitting is to a high-lying egy level and to lower

lying ege and alg levels. In the lattice all these levels are broadened
into bands. Since the spin-down bands lie below the oxygen 2p(O) bands
they do not participate in the optical transition observed in our work;
thus, we are concerned with the bands that emerge from the 3d0 atomic

L level.

As in Fe 3 04 above TV, the number of carriers is half the number of
the octahedral sites and the electrons "belong" to these sites, the alg
band will be half-filled, and, hence, the Fermi level EF will be in the
middle of this band. The band structure described above with the proper
energy separation between the bands is shown in Figure 2-8. In view of
the success of the above approach to interpret the optical results it
appears that similar band structure (but not a similar Fcrmi level) should
be observed in a-Fe2 03 and FeO.

A very significant and unexpected (based on standard band theory)
result in the optical spectra was shown in Figure 2-5. The optical trans-
mission does not vary between 77 and 300 K in spite of the presence of
a metal-to-insulator transition at TV l120 K and the jump in activation
energy from 0.15 to 0.04 eV at the transition (see Figure 2-1). The re-
sult might- be interpreted in terms of correlation effects only. This
may be discussed in terms of a "Mott-Wigner gap"[7] that, for T < TV, is
larger than 0.3 eV; thus, the "Mott-Wigner conduction band" lies within
the rather wide eg, band. This approach is discussed in detail in Appen-
dix C. The other approach is to assume that the "electron gas crystal-
lization" (see below) does not form a band gap in the sense used in normal
band theory. There is very little theoretical work[19-21] on which one
can rely in evaluating this assumption. However, the fact that no optical
gap is collapsed at TV explains the so far not understandable transport
data. It clearly indicates that for T < TV the conduction is taking place
in the wide eg, band and for T > TV the conduction is in the alg band
(see Appendix C for details).

The metal-to-insulator transition in magnetite has been the subject
of experimental and theoretical investigations for more than 40 years.
Despite this long period of research, very little understanding has emerged
thus far. The difficulty on the experimental side is to get a consistent
experimental picture from all the published data. On the theoretical side
the fact that correlation effects play a major role did not allow any
quantitative approach. In order to gain a better overall picture we
have attempted to clarify some of the experimental results that were
unclear.
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The effects of nonstoichiometry[l]] and doping[12] were unclear in
the sense that they do not point out whether these effects are causing
the reduction of the transition temperature due to excess carriers (Mott-
type transition) or that some exact critical number of carriers is needed
so that "crystallization" of the carriers has to take place (Mott-Wigner
type transitions). The results that we have described above and those
shown in Figure 2-9 indicate that the second possibility is more likely,

0 VERWEY'S DATA

13,o0 X PRESENT DATA

120-

0

0>

II0-

AS GROWN

100
0.94 096 096 9 1.02 104 106 108

(Fe2O3 !peO)

Figure 2-9. The dependence of the transition temperature
Ty on the stoichiometry of Fe 3 04 .

and long-range order is established when T drops below TV. It should
be noted that although this was quite expected[7], the M6ssbauer data[22]
have indicated only localization of carriers. In connection with this
problem we have measured the specific heat. Since previous measure-

* ments[13] have shown a very smeared peak at TV, the amount of entropy
change at the transition was not clear. The results that we get
(-0.3 kB per octahedral site) are in accord with the unpublis!hd value
quoted by Anderson[141. However, this number is significantly dif-

* ferent from the value he calculated for the Verwey ordering (=Z0.2 kB)
or the value for a complete order-disorder transition (kB.Il 2). This
and recent M~ssbauer*22], N.M.R[22], neutron scattering[23], and elec-
tron diffraction[24] experiments all raise serious doubts as to the
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applicability of the Verwey ordering scheme. It should be pointed
out that this scheme was accepted until t;o years ago. All this sug-
gests, at least, that the phenomenon of ordering in Fe 3 0 4 is more
complicated than envisioned by Verwey.

sc Twenty years ago a more fundamental disagreement with the Verwey
scheme was reported by Rooksby and Willis[157. They found that the
distorted low-temperature phase has a rhombohedral symmetry rather
than an orthorhombic or tetragonal symmetry as suggested by Verwey.

As their experiment was done cn powders and was disregarded all these
years we wanted to check their results by carrying out the experiment on

single crystals derived from various sources. The results have definitely
confirmed their claim. It thus seems that a fundamental inconsistency be-
tween the Verwey scheme of orthogonal-geometry[ll,25] and the crystallo-
graphic distortion is obtained. The situation is further complicated by
two other results reported in the literature that support orthogonal geom-
etry. These are the observation of a unique [100] axis[26] and the possi-
bility to establish one of the three [100] directions as the magnetic easy
axis by cooling magnetite in a magnetic field through the transition[27,Z81.

In view of all the above we conclude that, before an answer can be
found for the mechanism of the insulator-to-metal transition, it will
be necessary first to account for the rhombohedral crystallographic
symmetry and the uniqueness of the [100] direction. Below are listed
a few possible ways to do this, none of which can be clearly ruled cut
at present.

(1) If one assumes that the rhombohedral symmetry is not connected
with the ordering at all, these two contradictory effects can be accounted
for. This has some support from the fact that other ferrites go through
a crystallographic transition[29,30] around 90 K without any ordering
phenomena. One must, however, find a physical explanation for the
crystallographic distortion along the [ill] axis.

(2) One can assume that the true symmetry is lower than rhombohedral
and has a unique [100] axis (say a triclinic symmetry), but only the
rdombohedral distortion is large enough to be observed through the tran-
sition. One can even find an ordering scheme that will account for this
low symmetry. However, from energy minimum considerations, it is not
clear why such an ordering will take place.

(3) It might be that the transition takes place in two stages.
At the first stage only half of the electrons get localized; this is
consistent with rhombohedral symmetry[14j. At the second stage the rest

-4 of the electrons get localized but since the first stage ordering is of
lower electrostatic energy no appreciable effect on the symmetry is ob-

* served. There is no experimental evidence to support this possibility
although some people claim to have foune a multiple transition[31].
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;1.4) If we assume that the Verwey order is correct in principle,
one has to find an interaction that will explain the elongal:ion along
one of the [111] axes in the unit cell. Since the magnetic easy axisSis the [100] axis it is hard to attribute the rhombohedral. distortion
to a magnetic interaction. The only interaction that might tuke place
along this axis is the correlation interaction. it is known that the
alg orbitals are oriented along the [111] direction. As the localiza-
tion takes place the alg lobes become ne atively charged, thus inducing
"electrostatic repulsion" between the Fe2 ions that are located along
the [111] axes. The advantage with this explanation is that it provides
elongation along the [111] axis due to Verwey ordering.

There are difficulties with all the suggestions mentioned above
but in view of the importance of correlation effeccs in this material
we believe that the last suggestion is closer to the true explanation
than the other three. More stu:dies are needed to resolve the above
problem, and only upon its solution can an understanding of the metal-
to-insulator transition be hoped for.
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III. VANADIUM DIOXIDE

Vanadium dioxide (VO2 ) has a rutile structure above TV 680 C
and a monoclinic structure below this temperature. At the transitionSa change of five orders of magnitude in the electrical conductivity is

observed in high-quality crystals. Much experimental work was carried
out on this material, and the gross features of its electronic structure
are understoodf6J. However, only qualitative and unsatisfactory explana-
tions of the transition were given so far. From an application's point
of view this is the most promising material since the material's transi-
tion temperature can be changed between -150 and 150*C by proper doping,
without affecting the abrupt and large change in the conductivity at TV-
The main purpose of this study was to prepare materials suitable for appli-
cation (films) and to study the metal-to-insulator transition by
critical experiments 32 such as the Raman scattering.

A. CRYSTAL GROWTH OF V02
Single crystals with dimensions of about 4 x 2 x 0.5 mm3 were grown

by modifying the flux technique reported by Aramaki and Ray[33] . A
platinum crucible was filled with V2 0 and placed in a high-temperature
resistance furnace. The furnace was Leated to about 1000 0 C and main-
tained at this temperature for times ranging from 24 to 48 hours. During
this time, carbon dioxide was passed over the molten V20 . The reducing
potential of CO is sufficient to slowly convert the molen V 0 to VO
which grows in he V 0 as small single crystals. After the anned rowing
period has elapsed t~e mixture is rapidly cooled to 500 0 C (to terminate
further growth), then slowly cooled to room temperature. The remaining
V205 was dissolved in a dilute solution of Na2 0O3 heated to 70 0 C.

To dope the V02 with Cr we added Cr0 2 to the charge. The crystals
obtained were comparable in size and quality with the "pure" V02 crystals.

B. SPUTTERING OF VO FILMS
2

VO, films were prepared by reactive sputtering at a frequency of
13 MIz.- A magnetic field of 50 gauss was used to confine the plasma.

SThe vanadium target had a 6-1n, diameter and a 99.999 specified purity.
The sputtering gas consisted of argon and 1% oxygen, and the pressure
was 25 mFmg. For the present sputtering the separation between the target
and the substrate was 2.1 in., and the target voltage was -820 V. The
substrates were glass, oriented sapphire, and oriented rutile, each main-
tained at 500 0 C during the sputtering by a radiant heater. The sputtering
rate was 10 X/min.

To get a (VO2 ) (TiO,)I x mixed alloy we replaced the single target
by two lalf discs of vanadium and ticanium targets. The substrate for
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this study was a 5 in. x 11/16 in. sapphire slide. After the film
was made, one end of the slide was V02 -rich and the other TiO2-rich.
All the other sputtering conditions were those described above, The
composition was determined by the method given by Hanak[34].

For electrical measurements In contacts (2000 a thick) were evapo-
rated on the films. X-ray diffraction has shown that the films are
highly oriented and polycrystalline. This method was effective for
films thicker than 1000 R. For thin:•er films electron diffraction (in
reflection configurations) was used. The results of thi% method had
indicated that the crystallites were very small (% <100 A) and on the
border of amorphisity.

C. ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY MASUREMENTS

Four-probe conductivity measurements were carried out on crystals
and sputtered films of VO2 in the temperature range 77 <T< 370 0 K.
Typical results of the conductivity in the single crystals around the
transition region are shown in Figure 2-10. X-ray measurements have shown
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that for both the "pure" and the Cr-doped V02 the high-temperature pbhse
has a rutile structure. The low-temperature phases were, however, different.
For "pure" V02 it was monoclinic and for the Cr-doped V02 it was ortao-
rhombic. These results are in accord with those of Villeneuve et al.[35].
Recently, Marezio et al.[36] claim that this phase also has a monoclinic

* symmetry. Significantly, in our Cr-doped V02 the transition takes place
in a temperature lower than TV of "pure" V02 , in contrast with the above-
quoted results. It appears that the crystal growth conditions are of
importance in determining the crystallographic phase as well as the
transition temperature. It is clear that as long as the exact ionization
state of the Cr ions in the various crystals is not identified little
can be said on the effect of doping on the transition mechanism. It
seems that Cr4 3 ions will cause the transition temperature to drop while
Cr+5 will cause it to rise. This is probably the reason why Ti-doped

V02 [37-39] has always a transition temperature lower than that of "pure"

V02. The effect of high ionicity is both in reducing the number of carriers
in the V-Cr-V or V-Ti-V bands and in reducing the extension and thus the

* overlap of the alg-wave functions along these vanadium atom "chains".

In view of the above it was expected that if cosputtering of V02
and TiO2 will yield alloys of the type VxTi(l.x)0 2 , the transition
temperature, at least for the low Ti concentrations, will cause a de-
crease of TV with Ti concentration. The conductivity measurements on
these systems have shown the reverse behavior as can be seen in Figure
2-11. The other effect as is clearly seen is to broaden the transition

* region. Since the transition in films is always at temperatures higher
than for crystals and both the width and the hysteresis are wider, it
appears that a "mechanical" rather than "chemical" effect is observed.
The most likely explanation is that the V02 and TiO2 phases coexist, and
the TiO2 phase inhibits the distortion of the V02 phase. Since the TiO2
and V02 are not oriented in the present case, the TiO2 has an effect of
"hydrostatic pressure" that is known to cause an increase in TV. This
interpretation has led to the conclusion that holographic storage can be
fixed in VO2 films [40] (see below).

42

The above "mechanical" effect suggests that the equivalent of uniaxial
pressure measurements can be achieved by epitaxially growing VO2 films on
proper substrates. Correspondingly, we have compared the effect of sput-
tering on glass and sapphire with that of oriented rutile. In Figure 2-12
the effect of substrate orientation of the rutile substrate on the transition

� is clearly demonstrated. Sputtering on the a-a rutile plane (perpendicular
to the tetragonal c-axis) causes a decrease in the transition temperature
while sputtering on the a-c plane causes an increase in the transition
temperature. For thin film the "metallic" rutile structure is kept by
the substrate, and the conductivity is much higher than that of the thick
films. These results are in accord with the uniaxial pressure measurements
of Ladd and Paul[17,41], as will be explained below. In view of the dif-
ficulties in producing uniaxial pressures on V02 crystals [41] these results
seem to provide a new tool for such studies.
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D. TUNNELING INTO VO2 FILMS

V •The tunneling characteristics of M-I-S (Metal-Insulator-Semi-
conductor) structures have been used extensively in the past to investi-
gate the electronic structure of semiconductors. One would expect that
the collapse of the energy gap of VO2 at the metal-to-insulator phase
transition would manifest itself in a large abrupt change in the I-V
characteristics of the M-I-S structure in which the V02 is the semi-
conductor. We have searched for such an effect using a Pt-V0 2 -AI 2 03 -In
sandwich.

The tunnel junctions were prepared by first sputtering a 1000-R-thick
Pt film on a sapphire substrate. On that film a 1000-R-thick VO film was
reactively sputtered in the manner described above. On top of tLe V02
we have reactively sputtered a 20- to 30-J film of A12 0 . The metal side
of the junction was completed by evaporation of In on the A120 3 film.
The junctions were first checked without the VO2 , and the measured
tunneling characteristics at 1.25 K yielded the proper superconducting4
energy gap of indium film.2

The tunneling characteristics of a VO junction were measured at
temperatures between 4.2 and 370 K. The characteristics were strongly
nonlinear and did not show much change between 4.2 K and room temperature.
Through the transition region the slope of the I-V characteristics for
all voltages has indicated a decrease of the tunneling resistance by a
factor of three. The slope and the temperature dependence were similar
to those observed in M-I-S structures were -S- was amorphous germaniumF'.2.j.
It thus appears that the first monolayers of the VO2 films were air-
phous and that the main contribution to the tunneling current :omes
from these layers Indeed, photoemission studies[43]fro- 'O2 indicate
that a 10- to 20-R layer on crystalline VO2 is amorphous. The entire v
fila was not amorphous. This was found from the Lhree-orders-of-magnitude
j:.np in the conductivity of the material(meeured in a planar geometry),
;hile it is known that the transition i5 uot found[44]in amorphous VO2 .

E. APPLICATION OF VO9 FILMS

The high quality of the films and the feasibility of using them
for practical aD,1ication was demonstrated by two separate studies[40, 45]
connected with the present VO2 research program.

T"e first study was concerned with a permanent-erasable holographic
stcage on VO films by utilizing the change in the optical properties

2of the material when it passes through the transition. The possibility
to have this application relies on the coexistence of both phases at a
single temperature due to the "mechanical" strains in the films (see
above). The "writing" was done by laser pulses as we have described
previously[l,2] (for details see Ref. 40).
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The other application was the use of V02 films as an electron beam
recording medium[45]. A comparison of a theoretical analysis of the
transient temperature profile (produced by an electron beam scanning a
planar structure as applied to V02 on mica) with the experiments, has
shown that: (1) there is little diffusion of heat in the VO2 film;
(2) the minimum size of transformed region nmist be >1000 X, and (3) V02
is comparable in sensitivity to photoresist as an electron beam recording
material (for details see Ref. 45).

F. RAMAN SCATTERING STUDIES

In our hope to gain some understanding on the mechanism [1,2,17]
for the metal-to-insulator transition in VO2 we constructed a sensitive
Raman scattering experiment with a back-scattering geometry (since VO2
is opaque to light available from proper laser sources). The main
components of the system were a Spectra Physics 165 krypton ion laser,
a Spex 14000/11 spectrometer, an Intertechnique-Didoc 800 multichannel
analyzer, an EG&G -M-100 modular counting system, and an RCA C-31034
photomultiplier.

Typical results of the spectrum obtained are shown in Figure 2-13.
These results were obtained at room temperature on V02 powders, hot-pressed
powders, and single crystals. They are quite different from the results
reported by Chase and Srivastava[46]. Careful examination of the results
made us suspicious that the spectra observed are those of V2 05 that
might be formed on the VO2 surface due to the heating by the laser beam.
Correspondingly, we have grown V2O5 crystals. Running the spectra of
V2 05 has produced the spectra shown in Figure 2-14. The spectra are
identical.

To eliminate the oxidation we have mounted the VO2 crystals in an
evacuated cold-finger dewar that was kept at 77 K. No spectra were
observed then, We thus suspect that the crystals of Chase and Srivastava
were different from ours[46,48]. They kindly supplied one of their crys-
tals but we could not obtain any spectra on their sample either.

With confidence in our system and knowing that other groups[47] have
observed the same spectra that we have and in view of the inconsistencies
in the reports of Chase and Srivastava[46,48,49], we were left with very
little confidence in their results. It appears that the V02 spectra,
cannot be observed by conventional Raman spectroscopy.
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G. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In the work described above we have demonstrated the possibility of
producing VO2 crystals and films where the transition temperature and
the transition sharpness can be affected by proper preparation. We have
found that it is necessary for the lattice to distort in order to have
the conductivity transition. We have further shown that the effects of
pressure on the trpnsition can be studied by sputtering techniques.

V02 crystals are very fragile and they crumble when they are
cycled through the transition. This is not the case with VO2 films.
However, unlike V2 03 films the present films can have a conductivity
jump of four orders of magnitude at the transition and can be cycled
through the transition indefinitely. There is a slight increase in the
unit cell volume when warmed through the transition; therefore, hydrostatic
pressure causes an increase[50] in TV. Since the effect of TiO2 doping
would clearly be to lower the transition temperature[38,39], the observed
increase of TV with x in the (TiO2 )x(VO2 l mixture is due to inhibition
of the V02 lattice distortion by the TiO2 ptase. The measured hydrostatic
effect is dTv/dp = 6.10-ZK/kbar. In our case dTv/dx-0.6 K/(l% TiO ) for
up to x = 0.4. Correspondingly, for the present conditions dp/dxýl kbar/
(1%Ti0 2 ).

The effect of uniaxial pressure was reported previously[17,41] to just
broaden the transition, in the case of single crystals, when it was applied
along the a-axis. When the pressure was applied along the c-axis, it did
not broaden the transition but decreased TV. The maximum pres:;ure achieved
on crystals before breaking them was 0:5 kbar, and it was fourd [17] that
(dTv/dPc) = 1.2 10 K/kbar. The effect of the substrate in our case is
similar except that it causes negative pressure rather than a Dositive
one. This can be seen from Table I where the lattice constant of the
high-temperature phase of VO2 (VO2 -rutile) is compared with that of mono-
clinic V02 and TiO2 . For the monoclinic V02 we have used the pseudo-
rutile axes that emerge from the high-temperature phase rutile axes.

TABLE I

LATTICE CONSTANTS OF VO and TiO
2 2

VO (Rutile) VO (monoclinic) TiO2
2 2 __2

a(A) 0530 5.375 4.593

b(A°) 4.517 4.593

c(A) )9 2.871 2.959
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The effect of uniaxial pressure[17] along the a-axis is to aid the
contraction of the pseudo b-axis but to inhibit the elongation of the
pseudo a-axis. Since the material at the transition is splitting into
pseudo a- and pseudo b-domains the effect might be only to broaden the
transition. The effect of the T1O2 a-a plane on the epitaxially grown

film is opposite to that of the pressure; it inhibits the contraction
of the pseudo b-axis thus causing a decrease in TV. Along the c-axis
we see that: C(T1O2)>C(monoclinic V02 )>C(rutile V02 ); thus, the sub-
strate is expected to have the effect of negative pressure, i.e., to
increase the transition temperature.

These results show that changes along the c-axis, though small,
are very critical. This indicates that indeed it is the V-V separa-
tion that is the most important variable in the transition mechanism[51].

The failure of the attempt to get a V02 Raman spectra, the doubts
as to the previous reported spectra and the inconclusiveness of these
reported results are very disappointing. They indicate that either
another critical experiment has to be designed[2] or no progress will
be achieved until quantitative theoretical work on the band structure
and phonon spectra of V02 is done. From the application point of view
we have demonstrated the versatility and wide spectra of application
of this special material.

A
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IV. POLARON SWITCHING

o5

Two years ago Hed and Freud[5] proposed a switching mechanism based
on the assumption that in a high electric field one can change the
effective electron-phonon interactions and thus bring about a dis-
association of polarons at some critical electric field. This critical
field depends on a "microscopic"[51 dielectric constant that was not
calculated in their work. In the experimental part of their work two
oxides were used, Co(l+y)Cr 2 _y04 and Co(l-x)Li(x)O (where x = 0.06).
These materials have exhibited a switching effect. In their work no
single attempt was made to correlate the experiment with theory.
Closer examination shows in fact that experiment and theory disagree
since the critical field for Co (lLixO switching was (200/5.10-3=)

4.104 V cm while the valixe computedafrom their theory should be much
higher. In their paper no comment was made about this discrepancy nor
did thay mention the doubts [52] as to the existence of polarons in the
transition metal monoxides.

Although both their theoretical analysis and experimental work are
questionable, we have approached the basic idea of their paper theoretically
and experimentally. For experimental tests we have ased the only material
(TiO2 ) in which little doubt exists as to the polaronic nature of the
charge car:iers[53,54]

A. THEORETICAL EXAMINATION OF "POLARON SWITCHING"

We first sketch the Hed and Freud[5] model. We then comment on their
numerical estimates and on the physical validity of their model.

The model is based on Holstein's, Molecular-Crystal-Model (MCM) of
small polaron motion[55]. This assumes a linear chain of diatomi. mole-
cules, each with fixed orientation and center gravity, but w~th variable
internuclear separation, un' The potential energy of the nt neutral
diatomic mulecule is, neglecting vibrational coupling between adjacent
molecules, simply

1 Mo2 21 M 2 Un (1)

where M is the reduced mass of the diatomic model and wo is its natural
frequency of vibration (Einstein approximation). The interaction between
!e displacement un of the occupied molecule and the excess (electron or
le) charge carrier is taken to be linear in the local displacement
,t -. 1inate (as is standard in nearly all treatments of the electron-phonon

in•,'• ion):

-A un (2)

The sum of Eqs. (1) and (2) describes a nono-negative-molecule ion
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(for an excess electron) with a new equilibrium position

SAIMw 2(3)
n 0

and bound with a binding energy

E ̂ A2 21w2 (4)Eb --- A2/2Mwo 4

b 0

In an externally applied electric field, Hed and Freud's procedure
is to augment the energy with the term

e F 9(n) u (5)S~n

where F is the electric field strength, and 9(n) is a "microscopic

dielee'.tric constant" that is discussed later.

lHed and Freud state that the additicn of Eqs. (5) anti (2) represents
an "effactive reduction" of the electron-phonon interaction as given by
an effective interection constant

A A- e F &(n) (6)
ef f

Now, a site jump transition from the initially occupied molecule ion
n to a neighboring ion (n + 1) occurs at a coincidence (c) of the electronic
energies

c C

Au C =Au
n n+I

The lowest: energy configuration corresponding to this is due to a
thermal fluctuation which removes one half of the distortion on site n and
produces one half of the distortion on site (n + 1); i.e.,

c c 1 0
n nH 2 n

0

where un -is given by Eq. (3).
S1 A2

The activation energy E = -E I = 2
-4a 2 b 4 24M

0

Freud and Hed's procedure is to replace A by A so that

2 1 eff,
EA eff - ACan2
EM (2 =4- 2 A - e F 9(n 2

a 24Mw 4Mw0 0

Now the condition for localization and small polaron formation is simply
that the binding energy gained by localization exceed the banding energy
which can be gained by delocalization in a rigid lattice, viz.
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2
A2T-> 2J

Freud and Hed assume that, in the presence of an electric field, Lhis
is changed to

SA2
Aeff

"> 2-1 (8)
2 Mw 2

0

They claim that delocalization will occur at that electric field Fb which
produces a reduction of Aeff [Eq.(6)] so as to give an equality in Eq.(8).

S~1/2
A -(4 J Mw 21

. 0

F (9)
b W(n)

Taig-I,-s6 A 418 I10 -1

Taking M-3.6 x 10 2 6 kg, . =I01 3 sec
0.05 eV, e (n) 10, they obtain FV = 1 x 10 V :m" if 6) =100,

they obtainF = xlOSVcm-. b 1 x 10 V
b

Comments

I. If we accept their model, we see that the choice of constants
corresponds to a zero (zero field) polaron binding energy [Eq.(4)]

2 -102 -20A2 (4.83.2 x 10 joules0.2 eV
* Eb 2 -26 26

2Mw 2 x 3.6 x 10 x 10(00 (10)

which is of a reasonable magnitude.

II. Their reason for the introduction of a "microscopic dielectric
constant" in Eq. (5) is that the time over which the jump occurs,
[Ih/A(kT/M)I/ 2 ] 1/2* is muoch less than the stay time at a given site

-(-reciprocal of the jump rate); therefore, the electric field acts only
over the displacements and not between the sites.

fl- I l ,,+jIt
,2-31
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But there is no physical basis for such an assumption. The effective
field cannot be very different from the applied field. In particular, it
is seen from Eq.(9) that if e (n) is taken to be i instead of 10 to 100,
the breakdown fields Fb become 107 V/cm.

III. An even more basic criticism is that the local field energy
[Eq.(5)] is inappropriate because the displacements u represent the" ° n

deviation from equilibrium of the internuclear spacing of a diatomic
molecule, not the absolute displacement of an electron in a constant
electric field. In fact, their effective interaction constant IEq.(6)]
depends linearly on F (both in magnitude and sign), so that Aeff is
increased if the direction of F is reversed. Clearly this is unphysical.

Even if one had an atomic lattice, rather than a molecular-crystal-
model, the relation (5) would not be valid. In this case, un represents
the displacement from equilibrium of the nth atom. But since the electron
would tend to follow the motion of its atom relation,(5) should not
apply; rather, the electric field can affect only the internal energy
and structure of the atom + electron system.

To see how the electric field does enter, we note that the wave
equation for one excess electron in the crystal is

H + e • E ()
where H is the field free Hamiltonian. Now *(r) is represented as a

0
superposition of local atomic (or Wannier) states with coefficients awhich depend on all the displacements (... u ... ):

n

4= E a ann( -n; Un) (12)
n n P n)n

th
The wave equation of the n site is

[H +eF • -e)] (r -C ; Un) U - U (13)

The procedure is to subscitute Eq.(12) into Eq.(ll) and make use of
Eq.(13) to obtain an equation of motion for the site occupation proba-
bilities, a . In so doing, the electric :P•id term in Eq.(ll) is simply
decomposed into

e F - = e F n + e F

where the second term is the local electric field energy appearing in
Eq.(13), leaving the first term in the equation for the a

n

[H + e F •n a E a (14)
n n
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In summary then, the electric field appears in two ways. First, it
modifies the energy and wave function of each localized state according

to Eq.(13), and, secondly, it superimposes an energy gradient on the

- net motion according to Eq.(14).

According to the second mechanism [Eq.(14)], the electric field will
have an appreciable effect in delocalizing the polaron when the intersite
electric field energy eFa becomes comparable with the binding energy
which was estimated in Eq.10). Thus, eFba >0.2 eV requires that

F b>ZO 7 V cml1for a =3

According to the first mechanism, contained in Eq.(13), there can
be an electric-field induced modification of the local states, -P If

such an effect increases J (rather than decreasing A f), Eq.(8) eould be
turned into an equality, in principle. However, a non egenerate state,
usually assumed in the treatment, has no first-order Stark effect. The
effect would be at least second order in the parameter

electric field energy over Bohr radius
unperturbed electronic energy differences

4and would therefore be small. Possibly, some highly polarizable, non-
isotropic, atonmic or molecular state might be found for which there is a
large electric field enhancement of J.

B. HIGH FIELD EFFECTS IN TiO2

In order to test the polaron switching we were looking for switching
effects in TiO. This material, when Dure. has a dielectric strength of
the orclr of 1 - 10 6 V/cm[56-60].To test the material in this range, that
is the expected range for "polar.n switching", we have used thin films

and thin single crystals.

The films were made by first sputtering P on a TiO sri .rate inSt 2
order to make the TiO2 film to grow epitaxially. On the Pt° we have
sputtered reactively the TiO2 film under the same condition mantioned
above for VO2 . On top of this 1000-9 TiO2 film gold contacts were
evaporated. Electron microscopy has shown that the films were poly-
crystalline with crystallite sizeZ 100 X, thus bordering on amor-
phousness. In these films it was impossible to confirm that the charge
carriers are indeed polarons because the only acceptable test so far[53]
is to compare the absorption coefficient a at X = 1.5 Pm to the conduc-
tivity[61]. The ratio a/o should be of the order of 5.102 ohm. Thus,
with existing optical techniques this a cannot be measured on such thin
films. However, to check the proposed idea we tried to switch the
material. We have used short pulse techniques to measure the I-V
characteristics and the results are shown in Figure 2-15. Up to a

certain critical field (0 2.106 V/cm) the material seems to heat up.
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Then a destructive breakdown is observed. No reversible switching effect

was observed.

In view of the above we have prepared crystals that definitely "pass

the only available test"[61] of polaron existence. This was done by re-
ducing TiO2 crystals at 8000C in a vacuum of 10-2 mr. Hg for the proper
length of time (that depends on the a desired). The typical optical spec-
tra of the treated samples are shown in Figure 2-16. It is apparent that
for this materia] a/a ratio is of the right order. We have thinned
these crystals to 100 pm and then tried both ac and pulse techniques. Con-
tacts to the samples were made by soldering In to a smeared In-Hg amalgam
on the surface. With materials having observablk a, heating effects were
found to be so strong that a hole was burned through the material at ac
fields of the order of 103 V/cm. We have thus used puls. techniques
with a box car integrator to monitor the I-V characteristics. The re-

sults were much the same except that the holes were burned at about 10
104 V/cm when the pulse width was about 5 psec wide. No switching or
high field effects predicted by polaron theories[62,63] were found.
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C. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In view of all the above we do not see theoretically a way, by
which electric field-induced dissociation of polaron can be achieved
with realizable fields of 105 - 106 V/cm. On the experimental side we
see that heating effects in low-mobility materials, polaronic or others,
will always occur at fields lower than those required for polaron dis-
sociation. We must thus conclude that at present this mechanism is
not amenable to an experimental test. It might be amenable if one can
find a new criterion for polaron identification so that both this
criterion and proper switching characteristics are found in the same
material.

Q

k

4
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Optical Measurements on Magnetite Single Crystals*

I. Balberg and J. I. Pankove
RCA Laboratories. Princeton. New Jersey 08540

(Received 2 June 1971)

Optical transmission and reflectance were measured on natural magnetite single crys-
tals in the spectral range 0.151 hv E 0.75 eV. These measurements below and above the
semiconductor -to-meeal transition temperature ra have shown thatn. unlke for the vant-
asum onidesu there is no collapse of the oltical gap at the transition. The present re-
sults and the e•,•st~ng data on the transport properties o! magnetite indicate that different
bands contribute to the electric conduction above a.3d below T,.

Magnetite, Fe,0 4 , is one of the early materi- ture, while theoretical models for this material
als for which it was realized that the Wilson band are strongly dependent on the formation of an en-
theory does not apply,' and it is the first materi- ergy gpp.""'" In V.O and VO., Investigations
al in which a semiconductor-to-metal phase below and above the transition temperature have
transition was found.2 This transition takes shown that at the transition, the optical band gap
place at the so-called Verwey temperature, Tv had collapsed."'" As we shall see below, the
= 119'K. While many itudies on the electrical case of FeO4 is different ,nd therefore appears
and mignetic properties of this material have to be the first transition-metal oxide that exhib-
been made,`'' very few and limited optical data its the semiconductor-to-metal transition while
are available for ,h.s material.'7 Only room- the optical measurements do not indicate any
temperature reflectivity Las been studied so far band overlap.
on single crystals,' while optic-l absorption stud- For the present study, we have used natural
les were carried out only on films' (for photon magnetite single crystals. The lattice constant
energies hv> 1.5 eV) and powders' (for htw0.2 of the crystals is 8.396± 0.001 A. and their main
el). Furthermere, no optical constants were impurities are Ti (% 1.0 wt%) and Zn (0.15 wt%)
determined, while the total content of the other metallic im-

In magnetite the spin-down d bands can be re- purities was about 0.1%. The crystals were cut
ga.-ded as fully occupied and well separated lrom into slices, the planes of which were perpendicu-
spin-up d bands. These spin-up bands s.ze split lar to the crystallographic [111] direction. These
by the crystal field into two doublets and one low- slices .vere polished down to 50 or 25 gnm and
lying singlet band. This singlet band should be cemented to a CaF. wafer.
half filled and thus yield metitllic behavior.' In Fig. I we show the typical temperature de-
However, for T<Tv magnetite exhibits a semi- pendence of the conmuctivity of the actual sam-
conducting behavior, ad an energy gap due to pies used for the optical measurements. This
interatomic correlation energy'•° is expected'0 ." dependence Is similar to that observed in the
to split up this singlet band. We shall call this many earlier studies.3'""9 The activation energy
energy gap. A ,w. the Mott-Wigner (MW) energy increases from 0.05 eV at very low temperature
gap, and the corresponding bands that emerge, to about 0.1 eV just below the transition and Is
the MW¢ vale'ce band and the MW conduction 0.04 eV just above the transiti,,n. This 0.04-eV
band. As the energy F ,, is expected:•.i 4 to be value seems to be independent of sample puri-
-:"thin the previously unexplored opticrz range ty."6.1.
and as the largest measured""'" conductivity- For the optical measurements, the sample was
activation energy in the purest magnetlite crys- placed on an apperture. Transmission measure-
tals just below Tv. is 0.15 eV, it appears t'tat tie ments were made by the sample-in, sample-out
spectral range 1.5 s h, 0.15 eV should be stud- technique in which the sample-out condition con-
ied. FLrthermore, to understand the nature of sisted of replacing the mounted specimen by an
ithe transition it is extremely important to study identical CaF. wafer without magnetite."-
the optical properties in this spectral range The optical relative transmission 1/il, the re-
above and below the transition temperature. flectance R, and the abso-ption constant a are -A
There s no earlier determination whether an related by
optical energy gap is or is not produzed when the
material is cooled below the transition tempera- 110o (1 - S)(I - R)2 exp(- ad), (1)

22
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FIG.C-1. The conductivity dependence on temperature of crystals used for the optical measurements.

where S ;s the fraction of light scattcred and d '0-

is the thickness of the sample. In Fig. 2 we show
the results of the measurements of ]o/I and R as
functions of the incident photon energy for a 25-

MAm-thick sample and the a deduced from these e0l
results using Eq. (1). The results shown in Fig. '
2(a) indicate that the absorption edge starts at .

about 0.3 el' and rises slowly to higher energies. tel

The actual absorption edge is expected to rise 300K
faster than shown in Fig. 2(a) as can be seen if 1O0,
one subtracts the contribution of those absorp- " 0
tion processes which cause the absorption to in-
crease with decreasing photon energy and which 70
are dominant below 0.3 eV. As for V 2O•,,'"' the so.
broad absorption edge is probably due to band
tails that are expected to be formed by imperfec- 50- 300*K

tions and strong correlation effects. 
m  Two 

b 40.

sharp absorption peaks are observed at 0.16 and

0.21 eV; their origin is not understood, but it is 30.
conceivable that these peaks may be associated 20- 80K "" .. -

with the Ti and Zn impurities. The most strik- - .. . ..

ing and important result is the fact that only ..
very innor changes in the absorption spectrum 3- 5" .8 0*c

are observed while passing through the transi- (c,
2. -

tion temperature, in s.gnificant contrast to the 0
behavior of the vanadium oxides. This fact will - .

"be discussed below. No significant difference
0 10203 04 05 06. 07 08 09 10 1112 ?was observed between different samples. PHOTON ENERGY CeV)

Because of the strong absorption above hv = 0.75 FIG. C-2. (a) The rec;procal of the measured relative
eV. we were unable to measure the transmission and ib) the reflectivity of a 25-po-thick.
above this energy in single-crystal -mtroples. Us- natural magnetite crystal. (c) The absolute absorption

ing an Fe1 O, film we have exte -.-u zhe transmis- coefficient. obtained from (a) ;ad (b).
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sion measurements to the 0.5 hiv 4 eV range." er" band. In view of the a values obtained, the
Again no s3tVr cant change was found by cooling "broader" hand is likely to be the Iowest-lying
the sample lriim 300 to 80 K The film absorp- spin-up d-doublet band. The conductivity in this
tion wa, simlaiar" to that reported by Miles. band is more bandlike (and thus we may call it
Westphal. and von Ilippel." "b'roader") in contrast to that of the MW bands.

In Fig. 2(b) we show the magnetite reflectance' and thus this "broader" band contributes most to
versus iicident photon energ., as compared the conduction for T T.. That the d-doublet
with that of evaporated Al. for :t00 and 80 K. Our band has a bandlike conduction is not unexpected '9
results are in good agreement with the earlier in view of the effect of degeneracy on conduction
measurements of the reflectance spectra of fer- in narrow bands.2' At the Iransition, ..,,• col-
rites at room temperature and with the depen- lapses from ;ts unwnoun value below T-. to about
donee of the reflectance in these materials on 0.08 eV and the main contribution to the conduc-
their conductivity. The reflectance dependence tion is due to the rather narrow MW conduction
on the wavelength, and the agreement %ith the band. If polai ons are formed,"' 1 ..2,L is small-
results obtained with ferrites, indicate that the er than this value. Above T%. the gap E., con-
main contribution to the 300K reflectance is due tinuously decreases with increasing temperature.
to "free" carrier absorption while at 80 K the There are four pieces of evidence that support
main contribution is due to interband transition. the above interpretation: (1) Lavine2 found that
We put the word free in quotes because one may the thermoelectric power above the transition in-
interpret-2'-7' the 300'K reflectance' of magne- creases with temperature and this was interpret-
tile and its transport properties' 2 '-. as indicating ed:'7' as due to conduction in a narrcw band.
that above Tv small polarons are formed.:" This and the fact that Siemonse' found the same

As S was determined to be less thar. 10c0 and value of thermoelectric power for 77 and 300 K
as the results are in good agreement with previ- indicate that this power decreases with tempera-
ous reflectarce measurements, we did not make ture for T<T % and bandlike conduction is domi-
a correction for S when using Eq. (1) to calculate nant in this temperature regime. (2) Siemons
a from the results shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). found that for T< T% the Hall mobility decreases
These values of a are shown in Fig. 2(c). They with temperature, it drops through the transition.
are in the range that one would expect" for 4- and then for T> Tý it increases vcith tempera-
band to d-band transitions and are very close to ture in agreement with (1) and wih cur sugges-
the results`" obtained with semiconducting VOO. tion. (The low Hall mobiMity for T < T, is due to

In view of the many absorption processes that carrier scattering due to optical phonons that
can take place in the spectral range under study." might make the measured Hall mobility much
the relatively weak abrorption doe to the d-band smaller than the drift mobility.") (3) In contrast
to c-band transitions, and the lack of published to V:O, :nd VO..' the conductivity of FetO, in-
data for optical and transport properties we can cieases with increasing temperature above T, 2
only analyze the gross features of the data ob- and the sharp collapse of the activatirn energy
tained. It is well established from the many con- at T. is followed by a continuous shrinkage of Mý
ductivity measurements that the conductivity ac- this energy as the temperature increases.
tivation /cap drops from 0.3 to 0.08 eV at T.. (4) Our proposed interpretation is very much in
From the present results we know that the opti- accord with the bnnd model of Cullen and Callen'
cal gap does not change through the transition and the experimental evidence on which it is ?
and thus we conclude that the optical gap is not based. According to their model, the correla-
the conductity gap above the transition temper- tion gap should be indicrc and since the absorp- 2A
aturc. From the following discussion it appears tion due to other processes has an a of the order
that there are good reasons to 'elieve that the of 10' rm" it should not be seen by the present
activation energy just below r', corresponds to optical measurements. The possible physical
the observed optical gap while the activation en- reasons for the collapse of the activation gap and
ergy just above r, corresponds to the value of their connection to the Cullen and Callen' model
I,.w just above T.,. This in turn sheds light on will be discussed elsewhere."
tne thermoelectric-power and the Hall-effect dZ - The authors are indebted to Dr. S. Freeman
ta as will be discussed below, for many helpful discussions and to Dr. W. R

'We propose that 0.3 eV correspond to tr.msi- Roach for his help in the experiments. Useful W
tions between the MW valence hand and a "'road- comments by Dr. Z. Zmamon and Professor M.
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Cathodoluminescence of Magnetite*

L Balberg and J. 1. Pankove
RCA Labortories. Prince•on. New Jersey 08540

(Received I September 1971)

The cathodolumlnescence spectrum of magnetite Indicates Optical transitons which cor-
respood to energy separations of 2.6 and 3.2 eV. These luminescence data, coupled to
the available optical absorption and soft x-ray data, lead to the first proposed semiquan-
titative band model for this material.

In the study of the electronic structure of the with a k ,.escope-type electron gun and a NaCI
transition-metal oxides, the spectroscopic meth- window transparent over the range of Interest.
ods used thus far have been optical transmission Excitation was provided by an electron beam
and reflectance's and soft x-ray measurements.' having a current density of about I A/cm' at 20
The lack of large and thin crystals makes optical keV. The t. -ý. a was pulsed for 0.5 /sec every
measurements very difficult2 and does nt per- 200 psec. Thn infrared region was studied with
mit easy distinction between band-to-hand tran- a Perkin-Elmer 112 spectrometer equipped with
sitions and other 2;.-.orption processes. X-ray a NaCI prism and a thermocouple detector. For
data ire not always easy to interpret and no reso- the visible luminescence a quartz prism was
lution of better than 0.3-0.5 eV has been reported used and the detector consisted of an RCA 8575
so far. In this Letter we propose a third method: photor .',ir'!er.
the study of cathodolumlnescence. This method The rt ,alting emission spectrum at two tem-
has advantages in the 2bovr_ respects and is com- peratures is shown in Fig. 1. Clearly, there is
plementary to optical absorption studies. Fur- an emission peak at photon energy kv= 2.6 eV
ther, we shall show how the combined data from and a shouder which !s attributable to another
all the above-menLi--ned methods can lead to a peak at about 3.2 eV The difference in Inten-
quite reliable picture of the band separations sities at the twr% temperalures is proba~by due to
in these materials. We report here the first ,.,rual increase ir. nonradiative processes
luminescence observation in transition-n-etal v n. croasing temperature. The nonradiative
oxides and sugzest the first semiquantitative . hnbinatlon may be enhanced In the present
bar•d structure of magnetite (FeaOn). case as the svnple passes through the "semi-

For the cathodol':minescence study of Fe0, conductor- to-metal" transition when heatee from
we have used the statural wagnetite single crys- 77 to 300K. The possible sme-a Inl of the 3.2-
tals from which slices were cut for ou- previ.... eV shoulder at 300"F will be discussed below.
optical measurements.' The specimens were No other luminescence han leten observed In the
fastened to the cold finger of a Dewar equipped spectral range 0. 1 kv h; 4 eV. We shall first
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FIG. D -2. Atomic level scherne of an octahedral site in
Fe3O4 . and the propose." energy separations between
the corresponding bands in the "mnetallic* phase.

top of the o:.ygen 2p band, and thus are irrele-

c 3 c ,, - vant to our cathodoluminescence study. Since
S.- .•.1.. the oxygen 2p j2p(0)] band is filled we should

FIG. D -1. Cathodoluminescence spc.tra of Fe2 0. next consider the 3d 5 (Fe) levels from which the
lowest lying unoccupied bands are formed in the

t solid." In Fe2 O, two types of 3d(Fe) levels

interpret the results for the "metallic" phase should be considered: those of the tetrahedral
of FesO., since only room-temperaturt soft x- sites that are split by the crystal field to a high-
ray studies were reported for this material,4 lymi t1 level and a low-lying c level, and those

and later on we shall discuss the results for the of the octahedral sites that are split to a high-

"~semiconducting" phase of this material, lying r. level (hereafter referred to as cod) and
The transitions associated with the observed a low-lying t., level."o The J of the tetrahedral

cathr.doluminescence ar trom some high-lying sites corresponds however to a spin opposite to
band to some lower empty band to uhich the that assigned to the p of the octahedral sites.
transition has a considerable probability. Thus, The t.. octahedral level is further split to a high-

in trying to interpret the data we should first er lying e,, level and a lower lying a, level.
look for the available bands and for the expected This results from the trigonal distortion of the
strong transition probabilities. As is widely ac- crystal field, which, as in FeO, corresponds
cept :d. when one examines the 3d' transition- to a trigonal angle"IP that is less than 60'. The
metal oxides, the broadening of the atomic d lev- energy separation between the last two levels
els into bands decreases with increasing i, and is expected to be"'" i m,:ch smaller than the
correspondingly, the crystal-field approach be- e:-t 2 . separation. Since all these levels broaden A

Scomes more and more appropriate.' for 2 -5. into bnds, we shall from now on refer to themi
the 3d levels are split by the difference in their as bands and call them by the name of the levels

t respective exchange potentials .%,. (which in the from which they emerge. The octahedral crystal-

case of MnO is about 6 eVI One can thus talk field splitting is illustrated in the left-hand side

Sabout the five spin-down (or 3d. ' electrons and of Fig. 2.
about the rest of the electrons in the 3d shell It is well eclablished that the electrons which
as spin-up (or 3d.,) electrons.' For NiO and o- are in the highest occupied band "'belong'" to the
Fe.O., which are expected" to have a hand struc- octahedral sites.'" " Since the number of 3d.
lure similar to FeO or Fe1 Oe and for uhich the electrons is half tne iiunibtr of the octahedral
relevant information is available, it has been s:tes, we expect this band to be hali filled.iS

establishediii that the lewest bands that emerge This seems to be the case at least above 30.3K

from the 3ds level are. respectively, about 1.5 and thus w,, can assvme that the Fermi energy
and 2 eV higher than the oxygen 2p band. Thus E. lies in the middle of this band.•
it can be safely assumed that in FeG or FeQO, It follows from IhN above that the lowest ac-

the 3d, levels lie a few electron volts below the essible band for the luminescence transitions
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is this half-filled a,• band. The next higher band, ly concluded that it is associated with the 4s(Fe)
C., being empty, can also serve as a terminat- band. Consistent with the energy separation be-1 1 ing band for luminescent trr..sitions from a high- tween the do bands" in NiO and also with the
er lying band. Absorbing transitions from the above crystal field approach, it further seems
half-filled a, band.'•: to higher bands shoull yield natural to believe that the 0.7-eV-wide band is
a structure in the absorption data. The absorp- the e, band (see below). The start of the opticalStion data. which are available for .thin fllms only"' absorption edge at about 2 eV, and the poor reso-
(it was found-"' to be the same at 77 and at 300 lution of the x-ray data, only enable us to iden-
IC), show an absorption edge beginning at 2 eV tify the edge of the 4s(Fe) band as lying 2.5t 0.5
and extending to above 6 eV. There is a pro- eV above EF. Thus the amount of overlap of the
nouiced bump on this absorption edge extending 4s(Fe) and the et, band is known only to withinfrom 2. 3 to 3.5 eV and having a maximum at 3.2 this accuracy of t 0.5 eV. On the basis of the

eV. Other information comes from soft x-ray da- above discussion, we show in Fig. 2 the energy
ta.' There, one finds that the energy separation separations between the bands that emerge from

Sbetween the x-ray absorption and nmission peaks the 3da level of an octahedral site in FeO,4 .
is 2.'* 19.5 t-V and no other structure is found be- While the locations of the luminescence and
tween these peaks, in accord with our data. Fur- soit x-ray peaks are in accord with a "localized"
ther, the x-ray datae show that about 2 eV below approach based on s-igle-site transitions, the
the x-ray emission peak there is a shoulder be- band-theory approach is more helpful in explain-
low which no other str.,cture can be detected. In ing transitions which should be forbidden by the
view of other soft x-ray data in t-.n-.1t"un-metal dipole selection rules, as well as the relative
oxides" it seems very likely that this shoulder intensities of the observed transitions. The ap-
is associated with a transition from the oxygen plicability in part of each of these approachesu
2p band to the iron 2p level, and tlins h , is ex- is not surprising in the present case, since
pected to lie about 2 eV above the top of the 2p(O) Fe,0 4 is believed to exhibit a Mott-Wigner tran-
band. -ahis is also consistent with the values giv- sition.L~tL*~ First, from band theory all the
en above for the corresponding energy separation bands considered above are expected to have
in NiO and a-Fe.O3 It is conceivable that tMe some s character that originates from the 2s(O)'"0
2-eV onset of the absorption edge is determined and the 3s(O)22 orbitals. While the influence of
t'y the separation between Er and the 2p(O) band. the 2s(O) orbitals on the band structure was cal-

From all the above data it appears that the ob- c':ated,°'" the influence of the 3s(O) was notL3
served luminescence is due to transitions from In view of the estimated-5 separation of the 2(O)-
a band that lies about 3.2 eV above E r to the e. 3s(O) bands, and the calculated"' ' separation
band and to the half-filled a. band. This sugges- of the 2s(O)-V(O) bands, it appears that the con-
tien is further supported by the relative inten- tribution of the 3s(O) orbitals can be even larger
sities of the 2.6- and 3.2-eV peaks, since the than that of the 2s(O) orbitals. For the present
number cf empty states in the e, band is f .; discussion, however, it is enough to note that
times larger than their number in the half -tilled an s character is found In all the bands shown
a,, band. The results then indicate that the ener- in Fig. 2. Also from band theory the e., and the
g1 separation between E, and the center of the at, bands are expected"°'s2 to have some 2,0(0.
e. band is about 0.6 eV. This is very much in character and this d-p mixing should be quite
accord with our recent optical measurements' strong in magnetite in view of the high Neel tem-
that indicate a 0.3-eV energy separation between perature (8501C). Finally, the e., band is ex- X
E, and the bottom of the e, band. From both re- pectedL`'• to be hybridized with the 4s(Fe) band.
suits we can even estimate the width of the e., All this explains the observation of the 2p(O)
band to be about 0.6 eV. This is also consistent - 2P(Fe) soft x-ray transition,'5 the observation
with our suggestion' that the e,, band gives rise of otical absorption associated with interband
to band-like conduction. From the absorption transition in the t1, subshell,$' and the much
data it appears that the band the renter of which higher transition probabilities for the
lies abcut 3.2 eV above E, has a width of about and the e3, -aa transitions compared with that
0.7 eV. As the optical absorption edge is rem- of the e . -at transition (no luminescence has
iniscent of that identified" in NiO as due to the been detected for the latter transition and the
3d' - 4s tratisitions in its spectral shape, abso- optical absorption coefficient was found to be
lute value, and eAergy range, it can be tentative- quite small'). This supports our interpretation
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that the strong 2.6-eV cathodoluminescence peak to that of FesO4.
is due te -,ansitions from the maximum in the The authors are indebted to J. E. Berkeyheiser,

density of stater of the 4q(Fe). e,•, band to the Jr., for his skillful help in the measurements.
maximum iii the density of states of the 4-, band,
and similarly that the 3.2-eV luminescence cor-
responds to the 4s(Fe)-e ,. -n,. tratnsitions.respnds al the data We)i * thereansitin s. Iv(Work suplorted In part b, the Department of the Na-

In all the data available. there is no evidep'e V). Naval IRescarch Laboratory under Contract No.
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